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On behalf of the Malaysian Petrochemicals Association,
I would like to welcome speakers, delegates, exhibitors,
sponsors and partners to the 39th Asia Petrochemical
Industry Conference, being held in Kuala Lumpur on 20-21
August 2018. The theme for our meeting this year is
‘Creating value through collaboration’.
The petrochemical industry is gaining significance in the light of increased economic
activity, urbanisation and rising middle class incomes. Driven by strong demand, these
rapidly evolving megatrends are all key factors and opportunities for the petrochemical
industry. In the midst of the prospects these megatrends present, potential
competition from other regions poses a threat to the Asian petrochemical industry.
The shale revolution has resulted in a robust petrochemical capacity expansion in
the US and the products are destined for Asia where the demand is high and rising
rapidly. To ensure the sustained growth of the petrochemicals industry, it is crucial
that policymakers, together with petrochemical industry players and key
stakeholders, collaborate to enhance the competitiveness of the industry while
preserving the environment.
APIC 2018 aims to bring together key business and industry experts to discuss these
issues across the value chain. It seeks to discover the untapped opportunities for
cooperation across the industry, so we have a deeper understanding of the market and
can better equip ourselves with the right solutions to propel the industry further.
This will undoubtedly pave the way for players to leverage each other’s strengths
and to learn faster in order to drive, capture and create more value. As a result, the
industry will continue to prosper and will be better prepared to meet the challenges
that lie ahead.
It is therefore with great pleasure that I invite you to Kuala Lumpur to gain more
insights and engage with prominent industry leaders, and at the same time enjoy
Malaysia’s warm hospitality.
Akbar Md Thayoob
President, Malaysian Petrochemicals Association
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INTERVIEW

Asia drives growth, but
collaboration is the key

PETRONAS

APIC 2018 is focusing on collaboration as a key tool for Asian petrochemical producers as
they face rising global competition in their domestic Asian markets. ICIS’s Tahir Ikram
talks to the president of the Malaysian Petrochemicals Association, Akbar Md Thayoob

Akbar Md Thayoob, president of MPA

T

he Asia-Pacific region will
remain the driver for global petrochem-icals demand growth,
with its rising purchasing power and
expanding urban populations. But
countries in the region face a myriad
of challenges that can partly be overcome by collaboration.
‘The axis of the global economy is
shifting from the West to the East,
pulling the chemical demand centre
eastwards,’ says Akbar Md Thayoob,
president of the Malaysian Petrochemicals Association (MPA), which is
this year hosting the APIC meeting in
Kuala Lumpur.
‘Rising purchasing power, large populations and an increasing urbanisation rate mean rapid regional demand
growth will be sustained in the future,’
he adds. Specifically in Asia, the petro-
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chemical industry is well placed to
leverage its proximity to the pulse of
urbanisation, which is amongst the
most significant global megatrends for
the 21st century, he explains.
Almost 90% of global urbanisation is
expected to take place in Africa and
Asia, on the back of a growing middleincome population. This will lead to
higher consumption and drive demand
for chemicals in packaging, construction, personal care, electronics and
automotive.
‘Despite the huge regional potential,
the Asia-Pacific region is facing a myriad
of issues and challenges – trade shrinkage due to policy and regulatory
changes, overcapacities in certain
chemical segments, deceleration of
growth in key consuming countries,
and intensifying competition from
other regions,’ says Thayoob.
‘North American producers, for
example, are getting more competitive
due to access to cheap feedstock,
while Middle East players are moving
further downstream and encouraging
more local production of consumer
and business goods for both domestic
and export markets.’
One way to overcome the challenges
would be for petrochemical companies
in the Asia-Pacific region to work closely
with each other. ‘Through collaboration,
we can improve efficiency, reduce costs
and increase performance and our competitiveness,’ he declares.
‘Collaboration on technology, innovation, resources, logistical and marketing capabilities across the industry
amplifies our strength and will expedite
the process of positioning ourselves at
the forefront of the industry,’ he adds.
All businesses, including the petro-

chemical industry in Asia, can expect
to benefit from the Comprehensive
and Progressive Agreement for TransPacific Partnership (CPTPP), which
creates one of the world’s largest free
trade areas, covering 11 countries in
the region.
‘The economic benefits could be
both direct as well as indirect as petrochemical products have wide-ranging
applications across all economic sectors. We expect to see spillover effects
from the growth in other sectors contributing towards higher demand for
petrochemical products.’
Most of the growth in the global
chemical industry over the past 25
years has been driven by Asia, Thayoob
points out, citing data from a report by
consultancy A.T. Kearney.

“In Asia, the petrochemical industry is
well-placed to leverage
its proximity to the
pulse of urbanisation”
‘By 2030, the home-field advantage is
expected to help the Asian chemical
industries own two-thirds of the market.
Asia already owns almost half of global
chemical sales. The core of the chemical
industry is shifting to Asia and by 2030,
at least half of the top 10 chemical companies could be Asian or Middle
Eastern,’ he adds.
The key trend is that Asian growth is
catalysed by ever-faster integration of
regional economies and societies. In
this respect, CPTPP facilitates the integration of Asia-Pacific economies,
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Thayoob explains.
However, he points out that Asia’s
chemical industry is also beset with
the emergence of new suppliers and
competitors. ‘Hence the agreement at
last year’s APIC conference [in Japan]
that Asia’s petrochemical industry
will need to further diversify its raw
material base and extend its portfolio
of high value-added products, as a
measure to brace itself against a new
round of global oversupply.
‘This includes an influx of petrochemical products coming into the
Asian market from shale gas in the US,
coal-to-chemicals technology in China
and ethane gas in the Middle East,’
Thayoob notes.
‘In line with our APIC 2018 theme,
we also believe firmly that in working
together as an industry as well as a
region, the petrochemicals industry
would be in a stronger position to
address challenges to defend open and
fair global trade.’
Commenting on opportunities and
challenges for Malaysia’s petrochemi-
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cal industry, Thayoob says that CPTPP
will help to diversify the country’s
manufactured exports because over
80% of them are in automotive parts,
particularly components made out of
polymers, which are expected to enjoy
duty-free access to signatory country
markets immediately.

“Malaysia is expected
to overtake current
leaders Indonesia and
Thailand by 2020 in
terms of production
capacity”
‘This will help Malaysian parts and
components manufacturers to export
to global original equipment manufacturers (OEMs) in CPTPP countries and
reinforce their position in the global
supply chain. Tariff concessions will
also boost exports for the electrical and
electronics industry, which has also

been a key contributor to Malaysia’s
export earnings.’
Growth of market access in these
sectors will indirectly fuel demand for
petrochemical products, which have
wide-ranging applications.
Intermediates and speciality petrochemicals are used in electrical and
electronics, automotive, personal care,
textile, packaging and food products
etc, while basic chemicals are used
directly in paints and fuels and indirectly to produce intermediates and
speciality chemicals.
‘Malaysia is expected to overtake
current leaders Indonesia and
Thailand by 2020 in terms of production capacity, especially in basic and
derivatives chemicals, with the completion of the integrated refinery and
petrochemical complex project in
Pengerang, Johor,’ he predicts.
‘This will spur the growth of
Malaysia’s oil and gas downstream sector, pushing Malaysia towards a new
frontier of technology and economic
development,” he concludes.
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REVIEW

THE YEAR IN REVIEW
Conflicts, politics and trade issues have consistently held the headlines over the 16
months since the APIC meeting in Japan, with events in Syria and Iran, North Korea and
China, and the US and Russia all raising global tensions and threatening chemical trade

SIPA USA/REX/SHUTTERSTOCK

the midst of Brexit negotiations on the
UK’s withdrawal from the EU.
12 June US student Otto Warmbier returns
home in a coma after spending 17 months in
a North Korean prison and dies a week later.
14 June A fire at a west London residential
tower block, Grenfell Tower, kills 71 people.
Cladding made of aluminium and
polyethylene is believed to have
contributed to the spread of the blaze.
21 June In Saudi Arabia, Muhammad bin
Nayef is deposed as crown prince and
replaced by Mohammed bin Salman, son of
current ruler King Salman.
27 June A series of cyberattacks using the
Petya malware begins, affecting
organisations in Ukraine.
1 July India’s Goods and Services Tax (GST)
comes into effect in what is described as
the biggest tax reform in the 70 years since
independence.
4 July Russia and China urge North Korea to
halt its missile and nuclear programmes
after it successfully tests its first
intercontinental ballistic missile.
7 July The Treaty on the Prohibition of
Nuclear Weapons is voted for by 122 states.
17 July India elects its 14th president,

2017
6 April US president Donald Trump orders the
US military to launch 59 Tomahawk cruise
missiles at an air base in Syria in response to
a suspected chemical weapons attack on a
rebel-held town. Russia describes the strikes
as an ‘aggression’, adding they significantly
damage US-Russia ties.
7 May Emmanuel Macron defeats far-right
candidate Marine Le Pen to become
president of France. At 39, he is the
youngest leader of France since Napoleon
Bonaparte, and the first president since the
start of the fifth republic not to come
from the Socialist or Republican parties.
10 May Moon Jae-in is inaugurated as
president of South Korea after winning the
elections triggered by the impeachment of
Park Geun-hye.
12 May Computers around the world are hit
by a large-scale ransomware cyberattack,
the WannaCry worm, which goes on to
affect at least 150 countries.
17 May Former FBI director Robert Mueller is
appointed to oversee an investigation into
possible links or coordination between the
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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Trump presidential campaign and the
Russian government.
22 May A terrorist bombing attack at an
Ariana Grande concert in Manchester, UK,
kills 22 people and injures over 500.
1 June Amidst widespread criticism, US
president Donald Trump announces the US
is to withdraw from the Paris Climate
Agreement.
5 June A coalition of Middle East states
including Saudi Arabia, Egypt and the
United Arab Emirates cut diplomatic ties
with Qatar, claiming the Doha government
is sponsoring terrorist organisations. The
rift is widely seen as an escalation of the
ongoing battle for influence between
Saudi Arabia and Qatar.
7 June Two terrorist attacks are simultaneously carried out by five terrorists
belonging to ISIL against the Iranian
Parliament building and the Mausoleum of
Ruhollah Khomeini, both in Tehran, Iran,
leaving 17 civilians dead and 43 wounded. It
is the first ISIL attack in Iran.
8 June The UK Conservative Party loses its
parliamentary majority in a snap election
called by prime minister Theresa May in

GETTY IMAGES

Moon Jae-in is elected president of South Korea, seen here with his wife at his inauguration

Plastic-filled cladding contributes to the huge
fire at Grenfell Tower in west London
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North Korea provokes widespread concern
with the launch of its new ballistic missile

Party (CNRP), and charges him with treason
and espionage. The crackdown has been
described as the worst in two decades as
further actions to quell opposition
politicians and independent media have
followed in late 2017 and early 2018.
6-10 September The Caribbean and US are
struck by Hurricane Irma, a Category 5
hurricane, the strongest ever recorded in
the Atlantic basin outside the Caribbean
and Gulf of Mexico. The storm causes at
least 146 deaths and US$64.2bn in damage.
13-14 September Japan’s prime minister
Shinzo Abe signs agreements with India
including for the country’s first bullet train
project during a bilateral visit.
19-20 September Just two weeks after
Hurricane Irma, Hurricane Maria strikes,
making landfall on Dominica as a Category
5 hurricane, and Puerto Rico as a Category
4 hurricane. It causes at least 112 deaths

and damages estimated in excess of
US$91.6bn.
24 September Angela Merkel wins her
fourth term as German chancellor but
faces difficult negotiations to form a
coalition after failing to secure a majority.
Merkel, who turned 64 in July 2018, has
been the longest-serving head of
government in the EU since 2014.
27 September Thailand’s supreme court
finds the former prime minister Yingluck
Shinawatra guilty of negligence and
sentences her to five years in prison, a
verdict delivered in absentia a month after
she fled the country. She is thought to be
in the UK.
1 October Fifty-eight people are killed and
851 injured when Stephen Paddock opens
fire on a crowd in Las Vegas, US, overtaking
the 2016 Orlando nightclub shooting as the
deadliest mass shooting perpetrated by a

XINHUA/REX/SHUTTERSTOCK
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71-year-old Ram Nath Kovind of BJP. He
replaces Pranab Mukherjee, who did not
stand for re-election due to ill-health.
4 August Professor Huang Jing is the first
person to be permanently banned from
Singapore for working with a foreign
government to influence foreign policy.
5 August The UN Security Council
unanimously approves fresh sanctions on
North Korean trade and investment.
21 August US destroyer USS John McCain
collides with an oil tanker east of Singapore.
Ten marines go missing in the incident.
25 August A military operation targeting
Rohingya Muslims in Myanmar ‘seems a
textbook example of ethnic cleansing’,
according to the UN High Commissioner
for Human Rights. Following the operation,
655 000 Rohingya refugees flee to
Bangladesh.
29 August India and China agree to
de-escalate tensions in a disputed region of
Bhutan after attempts by China to extend
a road triggered a military standoff in June.
25-30 August Hurricane Harvey strikes the US
as a Category 4 hurricane, causing
catastrophic damage to the Houston
metropolitan area, mostly due to recordbreaking floods. At least 108 deaths are
recorded, and total damage reaches
US$125bn, making it one of the costliest
natural disasters in US history. Petrochemical
production is severely disrupted.
1 September Russian president Vladimir
Putin expels 755 diplomats in response to
US sanctions.
3 September North Korea conducts its sixth
and most powerful nuclear test so far.
3 September Cambodian prime minister
orders the arrest of Kem Sokha, leader of
the opposition Cambodia National Rescue

GETTY IMAGES
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Hurricane Harvey causes widespread flooding
and production disruption in the US Gulf Coast
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China’s Xi Jinping cements his power at the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party
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30 November Japan’s Emperor Akihito
announces he will abdicate on 30 April 2019.
30 November OPEC and partner countries
agree to extend their 1.8m bbl/day
production cut deal from March 2018 to
end-2018 to bring global stocks back to
five-year average levels.
5 December Russia is banned from the 2018
Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang, South
Korea, by the International Olympic
Committee, following an investigation into
state-sponsored doping.
5 December Australian prime minister
Malcolm Turnbull announces new laws to
curb foreign interference amid growing
concerns about the influence of the
Chinese government in domestic affairs.
6 December President Donald Trump
announces that the US officially recognises
Jerusalem as Israel’s capital.

GETTY IMAGES

lone gunman in US history.
22 October Prime minister Shinzo Abe’s
coalition wins a fourth term in Japanese
general elections and maintains the twothirds super-majority needed to reverse
the war-renouncing Article 9 of the
Japanese constitution. Turnout is reported
at below 53%.
25 October At the 19th National Congress of
the Communist Party of China, Xi Jinping
assumes his second term as General
Secretary (China’s paramount leader), and
the political theory ‘Xi Jinping Thought’ is
written into the party’s constitution.
Eyebrows are raised when no indication is
given of a possible successor to Xi.
1 November US weekly crude oil exports hit
an all-time high at 2.13m bbl/day in the
week to 27 October, according to the US
Energy Information Administration (EIA).
Crude oil production in the US rose to a
46-year high in October at 9.64m bbl/day.
5 November German newspaper
Süddeutsche Zeitung publishes 13.4m
documents leaked from the offshore law
firm Appleby, along with business registries
in 19 tax jurisdictions. Known as the Panama
Papers, they reveal offshore financial
activities on behalf of politicians, celebrities,
corporate giants and business leaders.
5 November Saudi Arabia’s crown prince
Mohammed bin Salman puts wealthy Saudi
princes and government elite in detention
in Riyadh’s Ritz-Carlton hotel and starts
corruption investigations against them.
Many pay huge amounts to be released.
15 November Zimbabwe’s president Robert
Mugabe is placed under house arrest, as the
military takes control of the country. He
resigns six days later, after 37 years of rule.

6 December 193 countries sign a UN
resolution in Nairobi to eliminate plastic
pollution in the sea in a move seen as a
first step towards legally binding measures.
7 December China bans imports of plastics
waste with effect from 1 January 2018.
8 December The UK and the European
Union reach an agreement on Brexit
divorce terms after six months of talks,
paving the way for talks to progress on a
trade deal.
9 December The Iraqi military announces
that it has ‘fully liberated’ all of Iraq’s
territory from ‘ISIS terrorist gangs’ and
retaken full control of the Iraqi-Syrian
border.
17 December Bitcoin briefly surpasses the
US$20 000 mark, a record high and up from
around US$1000 at the start of the year. It
ends 2017 at above US$14 500 and was
reported above US$7000 in mid-July 2018.
22 December The UN Security Council votes
15–0 in favour of additional sanctions on
North Korea, including measures to slash the
country’s petroleum imports by up to 90%.
22 December President Donald Trump signs
the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act into law, to cut
US corporate and personal tax rates, giving
industry and the economy a huge stimulus.

2018
7 January Former leader Mahathir
Mohamad, aged 92, is selected to run as
the opposition candidate for prime
minister against current leader Najib Razak
in Malaysian general elections due to take
place on 9 May.
18 January US scientists announce 2017 was
the third warmest year in the 138-year
climate record maintained by the US

Prince Mohammed bin Salman of Saudi Arabia cracks down on corruption in the country
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), behind 2016
(warmest) and 2015 (second warmest).
9-15 February The 2018 Winter Olympics are
held in Pyeongchang, South Korea, with
North Korean athletes taking part with
South Korean teams.
14 February Jacob Zuma resigns as president
of South Africa, after nine years in power.
1 March President Donald Trump announces
he is going to impose tariffs of 25% on steel
imports into the US and 10% on aluminium
imports, causing outrage and threats of
retaliation from other countries. But he
softens the blow by suggesting he may
allow exemptions on a case-by-case basis.
4 March Former Russian double agent Sergei
Skripal and daughter Yulia are poisoned by
the Novichok nerve agent in Salisbury, UK.
The UK blames Russia.
8 March Eleven Pacific Rim countries sign
the Comprehensive and Progressive
Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership
(CPTPP) in Santiago, Chile, establishing one
of the world’s biggest free trade areas. The
US pulled out of the earlier TPP version of
the agreement in early 2017 when
president Donald Trump took office.
9 March US president Donald Trump accepts
an invitation from North Korean leader Kim
Jong-un for a meeting to discuss the
denuclearisation of North Korea.
11 March China’s government approves a
constitutional change that removes term
limits for its leaders, granting Xi Jinping the
status of ‘President for Life’. Xi is also the
General Secretary of the Communist Party
of China (paramount leader) and Chairman
of the Central Military Commission, making
him the most powerful leader of China
since Mao Zedong.
12
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US president Donald Trump signs wideranging tax reforms at the end of 2017

Russian diplomats return to Moscow after expulsions due to the poisoning of Sergei Skripal

13 March US president Donald Trump sacks
secretary of state Rex Tillerson, the former
CEO of ExxonMobil.
14 March Physicist and cosmologist
Professor Stephen Hawking dies aged 76.
17 March Wang Qishan, a close ally of Xi
Jinping and driver of his anti-corruption
campaign, is elected vice president of China.
18 March In the Russian presidential election,
Vladimir Putin is elected for a fourth term,
winning approximately 75% of the vote.
19 March Japan’s prime minister Shinzo Abe
says in a statement in parliament that he
had not instructed civil servants to change
documents linked with a land-sale scandal
and that neither he nor his wife had been
directly involved in the sale. A poll in late
March suggests almost half of Japanese
voters think he should resign.
23 March US president Donald Trump
threatens to impose an added US$60bn of
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North Korean athletes take part in the Winter
Olympics alongside South Korean athletes

trade tariffs on Chinese exports, prompting
a global stock market decline on fears of a
trade war.
23 March South Korea authorities arrest
former president Lee Myung-bak on charges
of bribery, embezzlement and tax evasion.
24 March In over 800 cities internationally,
people participate in student-led
demonstrations against gun violence and
mass shootings, calling for stronger gun
control in the ‘March for Our Lives’.
26 March More than 100 Russian diplomats
are expelled by more than 20 countries in
the wake of the poisoning of Sergei and
Yulia Skripal.
28 March North Korean supreme leader Kim
Jong-un meets Chinese paramount leader
Xi Jinping, leaving the country for the first
time since assuming office in 2011.
27 April North Korean supreme leader Kim
Jong Un and the South Korean president,
Moon Jae-In, come face to face at the interKorean meeting in the demilitarised zone.
9 May Malaysia holds a general election in
which former Malaysian prime minister
Mahathir Mohamad scores a historic victory.
9 May The leaders of Japan, China and South
Korea meet in Tokyo for a trilateral summit.
14 May The US opens its new US embassy in
Jerusalem.
31 May US tariffs of 25% and 10% on steel
and aluminium, respectively, from the EU,
Canada and Mexico come into force
12 June US president Donald Trump and
North Korean supreme leader Kim Jong Un
hold talks in Singapore.
6 July The US imposes tariff of 25% on the
first US$34bn tranche of US$50bn-worth
of Chinese goods, to which China
responds with levies on a similar quantity
of US imports.
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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MARKETS

OPEC cuts and geopolitical
tensions boost crude oil
James Dennis of ICIS looks at the global picture for crude oil supply and demand
and the ongoing effects of the OPEC production cutbacks and demand growth in Asia
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uring 2018 crude oil prices have
risen to levels last seen in late
2014. Oil has traded recently at
more than 70% above lows recorded in
June 2017.
Crude values have strengthened amid
a tightening of the supply-demand balance and the removal of some of the
surplus barrels from the market.
This has been achieved partly through
high levels of compliance to the 1.8m
bbl/day Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC)-led production cuts which came into effect on 1
January last year.
In April 2018 compliance to the
OPEC agreement hit 174% aided by the
collapse of Venezuelan production.
Venezuelan output in June this year was
around 1.3m bbl/day, some 770 000
bbl/day below its agreed quota.
Recently there has also been disruptions to supplies from Libya following
the closure of oil ports amid a dispute
over the control of oil revenues.
Supplies have also been impacted
since late June by an outage at a 360 000
bbl/day Syncrude oil sands facility in
Canada, a leading non-OPEC producer.
However, with concerns about the
rising prices mounting, OPEC and
non-OPEC producers such as Russia
agreed at their meeting in late June to
bring down the level of compliance to
around 100%. Meanwhile, Saudi
Arabia and Russia both significantly
increased output in June.
US president Donald Trump has also
accused OPEC of driving up gasoline
prices and put pressure on Saudi Arabia
to raise production in order to compensate for expected lost Iranian exports.
Unhappiness in Washington over
the terms of the Iran nuclear deal that

US oil rig counts have recovered since the crude oil price recovery started in April 2016,
with US exports rising sharply last year

came into effect in January 2016 led
the US in May this year to announce it
will introduce new sanctions against
Tehran. The US has stated that it
wishes to reduce crude exports from
Iran to zero by November.
Presently Iranian exports over 2m
bbl/day. Buyers of Iranian crude particularly in Asia have been seeking
exemptions from the sanctions but
have also cut back on Iranian imports
in recent months in order not to fall
foul of the US measures.

Meanwhile, Iran has threatened to
blockade the Straits of Hormuz and disrupt exports from the Arab Gulf if sanctions are imposed on its crude exports.
If Iranian exports are halted there are
concerns as to where the replacement
barrels will come from and worries that
any subsequent production outages
could place great strain on supplies and
lead to sharply higher prices.
Only OPEC has sufficient supplies to
meet the loss of Iranian exports. NonOPEC supply which is expected to
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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“The Asia-Pacific
region... is expected
to account for 60%
of oil demand growth
in 2018”
Meanwhile, crude and oil product
inventories held by Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) nations have
fallen amid the tightening of the market.
OECD inventories stood at 2.84bn bbl in
May, a three-year low, and 23m bbl
below the five-year average. Inventory
declines in the US have been tempered
by pipeline bottlenecks in West Texas,
an area which has been the largest
source of production growth this year.
IEA has forecast that global demand
will rise by 1.4m bbl/day in 2018 and
will increase by the same amount in
2019. Last year, demand grew by 1.7m
bbl/day significantly outpacing supply
which only increased by around 400 000
bbl/day impacted by OPEC-led cuts.
As in previous years demand growth
in 2018 is predominately from the develPrepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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grow by a massive 2m bbl/day in 2018
and has already softened the impact of
OPEC-led output cuts would struggle
to fill the void.
According to the International Energy
Agency (IEA), OPEC members have
over 3m bbl/day of spare capacity, most
of which is in Saudi Arabia. However,
only around 1m bbl/day of that capacity
is thought to be available to come online at short notice. Most of the increase
in non-OPEC production originates
from the US, which could become the
world’s largest producer in 2018. US
production overtook that of Saudi
Arabia earlier this year and has been
coming close to Russian output levels.
The US government’s Energy
Information Administration (EIA)
expects US crude production to average
10.8m bbl/day in 2018, the highest
yearly average on record and up 1.4m
bbl/day on 2017. With the rise in US
production and the lifting of export
restrictions at the end of 2015 there has
been a sharp increase in US crude
exports. In April this year US crude
exports hit 1.756m bbl/day, the highest
monthly figure on record, and up
755 000 bbl/day on a year earlier.
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oping world, particularly the Asian powers India and China. In the developed
world a driver has been demand for
LPG and ethane from the US petrochemical sector. Meanwhile, oil demand
is forecast to continue to fall in Japan
amid an ageing population and declining industrial base.
However, there are concerns that the
developing US-China trade war will
hurt the global economy and reduce
oil demand growth. This follows the
imposition of US tariffs on US$34bn of
Chinese goods on 6 July and immediate retaliation by China on a similar
quantity of US imports. A further
US$200bn of US tariffs were
announced on 10 July.
The Asia-Pacific region, which
accounts for more than a third of global
demand, is expected to account for
more than 60% of demand growth in
2018. The International Monetary
Fund (IMF) raised India’s 2018
growth forecast to 7.4% making it
potentially the world’s fastest growing
economy this year. India is also widely forecast to show strong levels of
growth in oil demand in 2018, rising
by around 280 000 bbl/day.
Robust growth of China’s economy is
expected to continue with the IMF
recently raising its 2018 growth forecast
to 6.6%. China National Petroleum
Corporation (CNPC), the country’s largest oil and gas producer and supplier,
forecast that China’s apparent oil
demand is expected to rise 4.6% year on
year in 2018 to hit 615m tonne (approximately 12.3m bbl/day), compared with
growth of 5.9% last year. Meanwhile net
crude imports are set to increase 7.7% to

2016

2017

2018

451m tonne (approximately 9m bbl/
day) according to CNPC.
China is now the world’s largest crude
importer and in April this year imports
hit a record of 9.6m bbl/day, up nearly
20% on a year earlier. China’s crude
imports climbed amid an increase both
in import quotas and the number of
independent refiners able to import
crude. High refinery run rates and further increases in refining capacity have
also bolstered demand.
At the end of December 2017, China
issued its first round of crude import
quotas for 2018 with a total of 121m
tonne awarded to 44 companies. Some
13 independent refiners gained quotas
for the first time.
China and to a lesser extent India
have been diversifying their crude
imports. Last year Russia replaced
Saudi Arabia as the leading source of
crude imports into China. Russian
imports were further boosted in
January after the opening of the 15m
tonne/year Phase II of the Sino-Russian
pipeline. India has also been reducing
its reliance on OPEC crude and has
markedly increased Russian imports.
Both nations are among the leading
importers of US crude.
Attention is also focused on the new
crude oil futures contract launched on
26 March on China’s Shanghai International Energy Exchange (INE). Both
local and foreign companies can trade
the contract which is for crude delivered
to selected bonded storage facilities
mostly in eastern China. The contact,
denominated in Chinese yuan, could
potentially threaten the US dollar’s role
as the global currency of the oil market.
15
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Naphtha cuts
olefins margins
Olefin prices are expected to remain firm as good demand
and planned cracker outages keep supply tight, argue
Yeow Pei Lin, Joson Ng and Helen Yan of ICIS
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activities in China were strong.
Demand was bolstered by the startup
of a new non-integrated styrene monomer (SM) plant and generally healthy
downstream margins for producers
outside the PE sector. End users were

GETTY IMAGES

sian ethylene producer margins
were at healthy levels in the first
half of 2018 despite higher feedstock naphtha costs. The outlook for
the remainder of the year is upbeat on
tight supply.
The average margins for companies
processing naphtha into ethylene in
Northeast Asia were around US$620/
tonne during January-June versus
nearly US$775/tonne a year earlier.
The comparatively more modest
returns were due to stronger feedstock
naphtha costs.
Naphtha prices ranged from the
mid-US$500s/tonne level to close to
US$700/tonne CFR Japan in the first
half of the year, up from around
US$400/tonne to low US$500s/tonne
CFR Japan levels in the same period
a year ago. The increases reflected
higher crude oil futures prices.
The impact on the margins of
cracker operators was mitigated by
higher spot ethylene prices. CFR
Northeast Asia ethylene prices averaged US$1317/tonne CFR Northeast
Asia in the first half of 2018, against
US$1144/tonne a year earlier.
Ethylene trade was volatile in the
first six months of the year. Prices fell
for seven weeks to a 27-week low of
US$1217.50/tonne CFR Northeast Asia
in late February. This was down
sharply from US$1415/tonne CFR
Northeast Asia in early January.
Prices were weighed down by ample
supply from producers in the Middle
East and Asia due to a series of downstream polyethylene (PE) plant shutdowns, both planned and unplanned.
Pre-Lunar New Year restocking

also keen to build up their inventories,
amid fears that prices could rebound
after the holiday period.
The market turned the corner in
early March, in line with the start of the
annual cracker turnaround season that
saw a number of crackers in Japan – a
key supplier to China – taken down for
maintenance.
Prices rebounded by over US$120/
tonne in just three weeks to US$1340/
tonne CFR Northeast Asia by midMarch.
The market then reversed direction
in the second half of April as a strong
inflow of cargoes from Europe for May
and first half of June delivery helped
counterbalance the impact of cracker
turnarounds.
Renewed supply concerns following
a slowdown in Europe’s June exports,
ongoing regional cracker turnarounds
and production issues in Japan drove
prices steadily higher from late May,

Heavy maintenance schedules in Japan and South Korea will impact olefins supply this year
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despite weaker downstream margins.
Prices ended the second quarter at
US$1370/tonne CFR Northeast Asia.
Seven facilities in Japan are scheduled for maintenance this year, with
five of the turnarounds taking place
during March to July. The affected
facilities include those in the complexes
of export-oriented producers such as
JXTG Nippon Oil & Energy, Showa
Denko and Keiyo Ethylene, a joint venture of Maruzen Petrochemical and
Sumitomo Chemical.
An estimated 490 000 tonne of ethylene capacity in Japan will be lost this
year due to the shutdown of seven
facilities compared with just slightly
over 200 000 tonne from three plant
turnarounds in 2017.
The tight balance in Japan will be
exacerbated by a reduction in the
operating rates of two major domestic
crackers for several months in the second half of 2018 due to a problem at a
related aromatics extraction unit.
Shipments from South Korea may
not see sizeable increases this year
as the impact of increased domestic
capacities will be counterbalanced
by higher production losses associated
with a heavier cracker turnaround
schedule and new local demand.
Domestic capacity expansions
totalled around 530 000 tonne/year
between mid-2017 and the third
quarter of 2018.
Onsan-based Korea Petrochemical
Industry Co (KPIC) has been a regular
exporter since July 2017 after upping its
production capability by 330 000
tonne/year to 800 000 tonne/year.
S-Oil, also located in Onsan, will
have up to around 200 000 tonne/year
of ethylene supply from its new resi-
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due upgrading complex (RUC) that is
scheduled to start up in the third
quarter of 2018. The producer does
not have any ethylene-consuming
downstream facilities.
The added supply from KPIC and
S-Oil will be somewhat offset by more
domestic cracker turnarounds this
year. Yeochun NCC (YNCC), LG Chem
and Lotte Chemical will shut their
plants in Yeosu for maintenance, with
the turnarounds concentrated in the
second half of 2018. The outages will
increase South Korea’s scheduled
capacity losses to 255 000 tonne from
about 85 000 tonne in 2017.
Lotte Chemical and LG Chem will
also have an additional captive consumption of up to 200 000-210 000
tonne/year associated with derivative
expansions.
China’s import demand in 2017 grew
strongly by 30% from the previous year,
to 2.16m tonne, with further increases
expected this year amid continued
strong downstream capacity growth.

2016

2017

2018

Three standalone plants will require
up to 388 000 tonne of ethylene annually
based on 100% run rates. One of the
projects that is owned by Qingdao Soda
Ash Industrial Co started up in January.
In Southeast Asia, exports have
been healthy in the first half of 2018
due to poor margins for linear low
density polyethylene (LLDPE) as well
as planned and unplanned plant
shutdowns.
Exports will likely weaken in the second half due to four cracker shutdowns
during July to October.

PROPYLENE
Spot propylene prices are expected to
receive some support in 2018 with production losses higher in the year compared with 2017, while import demand
from China is not likely to slow down
anytime soon.
In Northeast Asia (excluding China),
production losses for propylene producing units (excluding crackers) are
actually lower compared with 2017.

Asian downstream projects
Company

Location

Product

Qingdao Soda Ash Industrial Co Qingdao, Shandong, China Styrene
Anhui Haoyuan Chemical
Fuyang, Anhui, China
Styrene
Lotte Versalis Elastomers

Yeosu, South Korea

LG Chem

Daesan, South Korea

PTTGC

Map Ta Phut, Thailand

Asahimas Chemical

Cilegon, Indonesia

Total new ethylene consumption:

1036 000-1146 000 tonne/year

Capacity (tonne/year)

Start-up schedule

500 000
260 000

Started up in Jan 2018
June 2018
Trial run in Nov 2017, commercial in
EPDM
100 000
H1 2018
LLDPE
200 000
End 2018
Trial run in Dec 2017, commercial in
LLDPE/mLLDPE 400 000
Q1 2018
VCM No 2
Expand by 100 000 to March 2018
350 000

Source: ICIS
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However, as 2018 is a particularly
heavy turnaround year for crackers in
the region, the total production losses
(including crackers) are quite considerable, about 680 000 tonne, based on
ICIS estimates. To put things into perspective, that is about 23% of China’s
imports in 2017.
With production losses quite significant in 2018, producers were eager to
emphasise the point at the end of 2017
when the contract negotiations began.
In the end, term negotiations for
2018 cargoes were heard concluded at
slightly higher levels year on year. With
offtakers committed to take cargoes
from producers at a higher price level,
the subsequent term contract negotiations between traders and end users in
Northeast Asia were concluded at a
higher level compared with 2017.
For the spot market, sellers with cargoes in hand are likely to pass on the
cost to end users as they bought cargoes against a backdrop of perceived
tight supply and higher contract price.
As such, buyers might be forced to
deal with prices that are consistently
higher than the price range seen in
2017.
Some buyers in the region decided
not to tie themselves to a long-term
contract and instead opted to fulfil
their propylene demand in the spot
market as they were put off by the high
premiums offered by sellers.
They argued that monthly fluctuations in the spot market are unlikely to
surpass the premium levels that were
offered for 2018 contracts. While that
might be a valid point to some, buyers
placing all their eggs in the spot market
might still have to deal with persistent
high offers.

“Ethylene trade was
volatile in the first
three months of
the year”
Spot propylene prices rose some
8.6% from 22 December to about
US$1105/tonne CFR Northeast Asia
on average in mid-February and have
remained in thar region since. But,
bearing in mind more production
losses are expected in October, spot
prices could continue to enjoy supPrepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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China’s vehicle production and sales are expected to be down in 2018, hitting tyre, rubber
and hence butadiene demand

port later in the year.
In terms of demand, Chinese demand
for propylene import cargoes is expected to see limited changes from 2017.
Polypropylene (PP) in China experienced a fall in price after the Lunar
New Year and was later besieged with
uncertainties after the US proposed
tariffs on China PP.
For propylene oxide (PO), H2 2018
could see Hong Bao Li start up its new
PO plant in Nanjing (120 000 tonne/
year). Its impact might not be felt so
quickly. The PO margin is expected to
be healthy.
Acrylonitrile (ACN) reached a threeyear high in the CFR Northeast Asia spot
market in 2017 due to tight supply in the
US. In 2018, the market is still expected
to perform strongly, especially given the
turnaround season in the first half of the
year. The market will continue to outperform various propylene downstream
markets during the year.
Oxo-alcohols production in China
is estimated to be 3.9m tonne in
2018 and demand for propylene is
estimated to be 2.5m tonne, compared to 2.4m tonne in 2017, according to sources.
The propylene supply situation is
unlikely to change much from the traditional sources with Southeast Asianorigin cargoes expected to play a larger
role and supply from Northeast Asia
slightly shorter in 2018.
In South Korea, there will be poten-

tially more spot available in the second
half of 2018 as S-Oil is expected to
achieve on-spec production in July. On
paper, just under 100 000 tonne could
be available to the market.

BUTADIENE
Asia’s butadiene (BD) spot prices are
likely to see moderate fluctuations
rather than wild price swings in the
second half of 2018 because of a structural change in the supply/demand
balance in China.
China’s spot demand for BD imports
is expected to wane in the second half
of 2018 due to the additional capacities
of BD that have come onstream in the
country. Nameplate capacity has
increased by around 400 000 tonne/
year to nearly 4m tonne/year in 2018.
BD capacities that came onstream in
late 2017 include China’s Jiangsu
Sailboat Petrochemical’s 100 000 tonne/
year unit, Bluestar New Chemical
Materials’ 50 000 tonne/year unit and
Shenghua Ningxia Coal Industry’s
65 000 tonne/year unit. CNOOC and
Shell’s (CSPC) new 180 000 tonne/year
BD unit in Huizhou, China, started up in
April in 2018.
The outlook for the third quarter
may see BD prices falling and then rising, as the arbitrage window remains
open from Europe to Asia due to the
onset of a heavy cracker turnaround
season from September to November.
The fourth quarter is likely to see BD
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prices facing upward pressure from
tightening supplies amid the heavy
cracker shutdown schedule, but it is
uncertain whether a discernible BD
price uptrend is sustainable, given concerns over the downstream synthetic
rubber (SR) market and the automotive
industry, a key driver of demand for SR.
The downstream SR market, in particular, the styrene butadiene rubber
(SBR) and polybutadiene rubber (PBR)
markets, has faced strong competition
from natural rubber (NR). NR and SR
are rival feedstocks in the production
of tyres for the automotive industry
and their price movements tend to
impact each other.
The persistently weak NR price has
made it difficult for SR makers to seek
any significant price increases and
their margins have been severely eroded by cost pressures and a subdued
automotive market.
An oversupplied NR market in 2018
has weighed on demand for SR, in particular SBR and PBR, which are mainly
used in the production of tyres for the
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automotive industry.
‘NR is oversupplied in 2018 and this
will cap any large price increases in SR,
which means that it may be difficult for
a BD price uptrend to be sustainable,’ a
downstream SR maker said. Tyre makers in emerging economies in Asia have
more flexibility in terms of feedstock
substitution in their formulations.

“The fourth quarter
is likely to see BD
prices facing upward
pressure”
Supplies of BD are expected to tighten during the busy cracker turnaround
season from September to November.
Several crackers and BD units including South Korea’s Lotte Chemical, LG
Chem and China’s Shanghai Secco and
Maoming Petrochemical are scheduled
to shut during the September to
November time frame.
Demand for September shipments

of BD is expected to pick up as downstream SR makers and acrylo-nitrile
butadiene styrene (ABS) makers are
expected to run their facilities at near
optimal rates ahead of the strong
demand season in the fourth quarter.
Spot interest for BD is also expected
to increase during this period as downstream SR and ABS makers in Taiwan
and South Korea seek to procure spot
shipments to cover the shortfall in BD
production output amid the heavy
cracker shutdown period.
Apart from the supply-demand balance, which will determine the price
trends in the second half of the year, the
macroeconomic developments and
geopolitical tensions between the US
and China, the world’s two largest economies, will also play a part in influencing market performance in 2018.
A US-China tariff war and concerns
over the demand growth of the automotive industry in Asia will impact
market sentiment and ultimately also
impact demand in a globally connected world.
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All change in polyolefins
New capacities, diversifying production methods and evolving grade slates and trade
flows are all impacting the global polyolefins market, says Angie Li of ICIS

T

he global polyolefins market is
changing against a background of
diversification in olefin production processes. These changes involve
both trade flows and the mix of products and grades on the market.
Global ethylene capacity totalled
around 170.9m tonne/year in 2017,
of which 95% was based on the
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steam-cracking process. Over 50%
of feedstock ethylene was derived
from ethane and liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG).
Using gas-based feedstock is the
major development trend in global
ethylene production, as such feedstock boasts features like high yield,
low cost and limited pollution. The

proportion of gas-based ethylene
plants globally is expected to rise to
53% in 2022.
The Middle East, where natural gas
resource is abundant, was the first
region in the world to realise wide
application of gas-based ethylene feedstock. Over 90% of the ethylene plants
in the region have been using gas as
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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Trade in polymers will grow as new
production capacities come onstream,
notably in the US, India and China

feedstock since 2012.
With the vigorous development of
shale gas in North America, that region
will become the fastest growing area
for gas-based ethylene production in
the next three years. It will also be the
most concentrated area for polyethylene (PE) expansion projects.
According to ICIS data, new PE
plants with combined capacities of
around 6.87m tonne/year are expected
to start up in North America during
2017-2020. This will raise the proportion of ethane-based ethylene capacity
to 71% in 2020 from 65% in 2017.
In the meantime, adding LPG-based
ethylene capacity, around 89% of ethylene capacity in North America will be
based on gas by 2020.
Northeast Asia will rank second in
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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the world in terms of PE capacity
growth during 2017-2020. In China,
over 5m tonne/year of new PE capacity is expected to start up during the
period.
Although some coal-based projects
in China are delayed due to environmental protection policies, investment
enthusiasm in PE plants has not
diminished on the back of strong
demand growth in China and good
margins for chemical products in
recent years.
China’s nameplate PE capacity
totalled around 17.3m tonne/year in
2017 and is expected to reach 23.04m
tonne/year in 2020.
China is abundant in coal, but lacks
oil and gas, so the development of gasbased PE is slow. Some investors are
worried about the restricted output of
domestic ethane in China, the high
transportation cost of imported ethane
and instability of supply.
In addition, the yield of ethylene
from ethane is high, above 80%, with
few co-products, so any big price
change in ethylene products will put a
high risk on plant production.
Hence, only one ethane-based PE
plant is scheduled to be put on
stream in China before 2020; other
new units are still coal- and naphthabased plants.
In 2017, the share of coal-based PE
capacity was 17% and oil-based capacity was 77%, but by 2020, the coal-toolefins (CTO) capacity share is expected
to rise to 21%, while the share of oilbased capacity will drop to 71%.
Capacity expansions in the AsiaPacific region are concentrated in
India. Here, new PE expansion capacity reached 2.41m tonne/year in 20162017. Around 50% of ethylene capacity
is based on gas in India.
In other countries in the Asia-Pacific
region, naphtha-based ethylene still
accounts for more than half of total
capacity. Around 42% of ethylene
capacity was based on gas in the AsiaPacific region in 2017.
The Middle East continues to be a
net PE exporter due to the low cost of
its raw materials. In 2017, PE exports
from the region were 14.84m tonne, a

figure which is expected to increase to
more than 16m tonne by 2020.
PE exports from Iran are still restricted by US economic sanctions. In addition, banks in China strengthened their
supervision over foreign exchange
management in late 2016, hampering
inports of Iran-origin cargoes.
However, increasing hedging
demand in China might still make
room for imports from Iran, as Iranian
cargoes have adequate liquidity.
The concentration of PE capacity
expansions in the US and India will
play a decisive role in the change in
global trade flows. North America will
reinforce its position as a major net PE
exporter in the future.
According to ICIS supply-demand
statistics, PE exports from North
America are expected to reach around
6.51m tonne in 2020, up by 96.6% from
2017. PE exports from the US are
expected to be 4.7m tonne in 2020.

“Only one ethanebased PE plant is...
to be put onstream in
China before 2020”
India will shift from a net PE
importer to an exporter, as its output
growth far outpaced consumption
growth in 2016-2017. Indian suppliers
prefer exporting PE to the Asian market because of logistics factors.
Between January and April 2018,
India exported 220 000 tonne of PE,
up by 214% from the same period in
2017. Of these, exports to China
accounted for around 50%.
The new PE capacity in China is
expected to be consumed domestically, benefitting from rapid demand
growth in the country, encouraging
political policies and stronger hedging demand. It is likely that no cargoes will be exported in the next
three years.
China’s apparent PE demand is
expected to be 30.5m tonne in 2018,
up by 10.0% compared with 2017.
The rapid demand growth has been
boosted by the policy of ‘Internet
Plus’ and the growing popularity of
e-commerce, which has driven up
demand for plastic packaging for
postal and courier deliveries.
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CHANGES IN GLOBAL FEEDSTOCK SLATES
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ASIAN POLYOLEFIN SPOT PRICES 2013-18
Naphtha spot CFR China
HDPE film spot CFR China
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According to data from the National
Bureau of Statistics of China, the volume of deliveries reached 40.06bn
pieces in 2017, up by 28% compared
with the previous year. At the same
time, Chinese downstream enterprises
migrated factories to inland areas of
China and increased production of
processed plastics goods, including
packaging bags, industrial barrels,
plastic pallets, etc.
In addition to the above demand,
China has implemented a ban on
imports of waste plastics which has
stimulated the demand for virgin PE
resins. In July 2017, China formally
informed the World Trade
Organization (WTO) of its intention to
ban imports of post-consumer solid
waste plastics from the start of 2018.
China imported about 2m tonne of
polyethylene wastes and 1m tonne of
polypropylene (PP) wastes in 2017,
according to China Customs. Going
forward, the supply gap will be filled by
processed waste plastic imports and
domestic new capacity expansions.
Production and liquidity of general
polyolefins have increased in tandem
with the development of new processes. Products made via CTO, methanolto-olefins (MTO) and propane dehydrogenation (PDH) routes are relatively
scarce, and usually have lower
upstream costs but uncompetitive
product quality.
Thus, prices are lower than those
for oil-based cargoes. Cheap prices
and sufficient supply undoubtedly
laid the foundation for use of polyolefins in financial hedging. This,
coupled with the development of the
commodity exchange system in
China in line with greater awareness
of future financial derivatives, has
promoted more hedging trades for
standard and non-standard products
in the past two years.
New coal- and methanol-based PE
plants in China are mostly producing
general grades, while most overseas
new plants are designed for the production of specialised grades, such as
metallocene products.
Taking the US and the Asia-Pacific
region, for example, the planned
capacity of metallocene products during 2017-2020 exceeds 5m tonne/year.
Market players believe metallocene
grades will replace some LLDPE car-
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CHANGES IN GLOBAL PROPYLENE FEEDSTOCKS BY SOURCE
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goes once the price gap shrinks.
Global propylene capacity totalled
123.12m tonne/year in 2017, of which
traditional cracker and refinery-grade
propylene together accounted for
79%. The ratio is expected to drop to
74% in 2022.
The reduction in traditional propylene supply is attributed to the develop-

ment of new production processes,
including coal-based, methanol-based
and PDH processes. The booming
PDH process is expected to raise its
share in the world propylene supply to
15% in 2022 from 10% in 2017.
Unlike PE, the shale gas boom in
North America has not yet led to a new
wave of propylene and PP investment
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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in that region. The main reason is that
the margins in the PDH route are not
competitive as a result of the decline in
crude oil values.
Global PP capacity expansion is most
concentrated in Northeast Asia during
2017-2020, with China’s new PP capacity expected to exceed 6m tonne/year.
In response to the huge supply gap in
propylene, diversified production technologies have been the main theme of
the development of the China propylene industry in recent years.
In 2017, China’s capacity for PP was
21.71m tonne/year, with oil-based
capacity taking a 55% share and new
technology-based capacity accounting
for 38%. By 2020, the share of new technology-based capacity will rise to 42%.
Profit has played a key role against
the backdrop of diversified production
technologies. According to the empirical formula, naphtha-based PP and
PDH-based PP enjoy healthy profits
amid low crude oil prices.
However, in East China, PP producers who purchase methanol from the

Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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“Profit has played
a key role against
the backdrop of
diversified production
technologies”
market as feedstock suffered thin
profits in 2017 due to wild fluctuations of methanol prices. A few MTO
units either ran at lower rates or were
shut. In 2017, the average run rate in
the China MTO industry was 81%,
according to ICIS statistics.
Driven by diversified production
technologies, the self-sufficiency rate
of PP in China is climbing. The rate
was at 81% in 2017 and imports were
mainly special PP.
In response to cost advantages
stemming from diversified propylene
production technologies, as well as
preferential tariffs between China
and some Southeast Asian countries,
some export opportunities have

emerged for Chinese general-purpose
PP in recent years.
China exported 340 000 tonne of PP
in 2017, with Vietnam the largest destination, with volumes delivered to the
country accounting for 33% of the
Chinese total.
China’s PP exports to Vietnam are
expected to increase further in the
future, largely due to growing consumption in the country.
Additionally, the import duty on
PP from the Middle East to Vietnam
has risen from 1% to 3% since
January 2017, while that of Chinese
PP to Vietnam remains zero, indicating that Chinese cargoes are more
competitive than Middle East-origin
goods.
However, the possibility of more
exports to other Southeast Asian countries is unlikely to grow because of
increasing capacities in countries such
as Thailand. Besides, the quality of
Chinese new technology-based PP is
uncompetitive compared with cargoes
from the Middle East.
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Styrene has seen steady demand for its three
major outlets, including expanded polystyrene
(pictured), ABS and PS

Benzene supply
lags demand
Downstream demand for benzene has been robust,
leaving markets tight and with little prospect of new
capacity to relieve the situation, says Osamu Yanagisawa
of The Chemical Daily
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Asian demand for benzene received a
boost in Q4 2016 when unscheduled
plant outages in the US led to increased

ASIAN BTX, PX AND NAPHTHA SPOT PRICES 2013-18
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B

enzene supply is expected to
remain tight this year with growth
in demand being forecast to outstrip by 1m tonne/year the additional
650 000 tonne/year of new capacity
due on stream in Vietnam and the
Middle East.
Regional supply has been tight since
late 2016, with Asian spot prices spiking to around US$1000/tonne in early
2017 and again early this year.
A 500 000 tonne/year benzene plant
came onstream in India in 2017 and
several South Korean producers made
incremental capacity expansions, each
amounting to 400 000 tonne/year, during scheduled cracker turnarounds.
However, operating problems and
increased demand have more than offset the increase in supply in the last 18
months.

Asian styrene production. Oil prices
were boosted in late November when
the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) reached
agreement on production cuts.
Reduced availability of coal-based
benzene added to the pressure, pushing Asian spot benzene prices above
US$1000/tonne in January 2017 and
the price spread between benzene and
naphtha to more than US$500/tonne.
Although prices eased back during
2017, there has been no sense in the
market of any surplus availability, and
in early 2018 prices again surged to
close to US$1000/tonne.
Factors behind the surge include
delays in construction and expansion
of plants, an increase in buying ahead
of turnarounds, and production cutbacks in China due to tougher environmental regulations.
Benzene trade flows have reflected
these underlying factors, and particularly the growing influence and
demand from China.
China’s imports of benzene have
continued to increase with continuing
construction and expansion of derivatives plants. Chinese imports increased
61.6% year-on-year in 2017 to 2.5m
tonne, up from 1.5m tonne in 2016 and
more than four times the 2014 level.
Japan’s benzene exports fell by
15.4% to 751 000 tonne but exports to
China expanded 2.5 times to 150 000
tonne. Exports in 2016 dropped to
888 000 tonne, down 43.7% year-on-
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“Benzene trade flows
have reflected... the
growing influence and
demand from China”
Styrene (SM) has seen steady
demand for its three major outlets,
polystyrene (PS), acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) and expanded polystyrene (EPS). In Japan Nihon Oxirane
withdrew from styrene production in
2015 and Asahi Kasei mothballed a
production line in 2016, resulting in a
reduction of Japanese styrene capacity
of more than 700 000 tonne/year and a
considerable decline in export capacity. As a result, the Asian market saw an
increased inflow of US product.
In 2017 production troubles in the
US, Europe and Asia in July and the
impact of Hurricane Harvey in the US
in August drove Asian SM prices higher.
Prices have risen again since the
start of 2018, reflecting plant troubles
in the US and last-minute demand for
SM in anticipation of China’s decision
on anti-dumping measures against
South Korean, Taiwanese and US
product. The spread of styrene over
benzene has widened further.
Japan’s SM production in 2017 was
2.085m tonne, up 7% year-on-year,
with all producers operating their
plants at full capacity. Domestic deliveries in last year were 1.488m tonne,
up 5%.
Use in the production of ABS, synthetic rubber and unsaturated polyester resin saw double-digit growth.
Exports rose 7% to 592 999 tonne.
Caprolactam (CPL) was tight last
28
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Global aromatics demand 2015-2021 (m tonne/year)
Benzene
Toluene
Xylenes

2015

2021

Growth, % /year

43.3
20.1
35.1

>50
23.6
44.5

2.5
2.7
4.0

Source: Japan Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI)		

Japan domestic aromatics production and demand 2017 (‘000s tonne)
Benzene
Toluene
Xylenes

Production

Change, %

Demand*

Change, %

4383
2129
6759

8
7
1

3763
1469
4804

16
7
3

*Imports excluded
Source: Japan Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI)		

Chinese imports of benzene (‘000s tonne)		
2014
2015
2016
2017

Volume

Change, %

601
1206
1549
2503

-100
28
61.6

Source: The Chemical Daily

ASIAN AND US GULF COAST BENZENE CONTRACT PRICING 2013-18
Asia benzene contract price CFR Asia
US benzene contract price FOB USG
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year, but with nearly half shipped to
China. In 2017 they fell by 15.4%
year-on-year to 751 000 tonne, but
exports to China expanded 2.5 times
to reach 150 000 tonne.
Total demand for benzene, toluene
and xylenes in Japan in 2017, including
domestic demand and exports, hit a
record high of 13 416 000 tonne, up 5%
year-on-year, according to the Japan
Aromatic Industry Association.
Demand for benzene in key downstream markets has been broadly
stable and growing steadily, though
conditions in each sector have been
more volatile.
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year due to restricted plant operations
and increased captive use in China.
Asian CPL prices began to rise sharply
in December 2016. They climbed above
US$2000/tonne in early 2017 and continued to rise into February. A shortage
of raw material cyclohexanone and a
seasonal upturn in demand for winter
clothing supported the increases.

2016

2017

2018

Global demand for phenol has seen
annual growth of more than 3% in
recent years, and is thought to have
exceeded 10m tonne in 2017. Growth is
expected for use in the production of
bisphenol A (BPA) and phenolic resin
as well as for phenol-process production facilities for cyclohexanone for
production of CPL.
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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China demand dominates
polyester growth rates

GETTY IMAGES

China’s production of polyester will see it account for a substantial proportion of world
demand growth in PX and MEG, reports Osamu Yanagisawa of The Chemical Daily

G

lobal demand for paraxylene (PX)
as a feedstock for purified terephthalic acid (PTA) is estimated
to have grown about 5% in 2017 on the
back of high polyester production rates,
mainly in China. Total PX demand globally is estimated at 40m tonne in 2017,
up from 38m tonne in 2016.
Over the six-year period from 2015 to
2021, global demand for PX will reach
49m tonne, an annual average growth
of 4.0% from the 2015 figure of 38.8m
tonne, according to estimates by
Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade
and Industry (METI).
Chinese demand is expected to
increase from 20m tonne to 29.7m
tonne over the period, accounting for
most of the growth in global demand.
30
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On the supply side, Reliance
Industries of India started up 2.2m
tonne/year of capacity, an 800 000
tonne/year and a 1.4m tonne/year
plant, in late 2016 and early 2017.
This was the latest in a series of
large-scale PX plant startups and
expansions in Asia.
In 2014, more than 7m tonne/year of
new PX capacity came onstream in
South Korea, China, India, Singapore
and Saudi Arabia. In 2015 Zhongjin
Petrochemical of China added a new
1.6m tonne/year plant. In the same
year, Dragon Aromatics, also of China,
suspended operations at its 1.6m
tonne/year plant due to an explosion
and fire, and the capacity remains
idled as of February 2017.

China remains the largest and fastest growing
producer of polyester textiles in the world

Despite the startup of the Reliance
capacity in early 2017 prices held relatively steady in the first half of the year.
From mid-year, the spread of the PX
price over naphtha started to erode as
operating rates increased and China
started to build stocks.
Demand for PX was dented as a
major Chinese PTA producer suffered
plant trouble in the middle of 2017 and
the startup of new PTA facilities was
delayed, leading to a depletion in
stocks of PTA and polyester as PX
inventories mounted.
The spread of the PX price over naphtha remained relatively low as crude oil
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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prices increased in the second half of
2017 and PX prices failed to keep pace.
The PX-naphtha spread fell below
US$300/tonne at the end of October,
rebounded to above US$300/tonne in
November but then dropped periodically below that level in December.
Early in 2018, lack of stocks in downstream sectors led to an increase in
demand for PX and spot prices jumped
to close to US$1000/tonne in February,
while the spread over naphtha was
restored to more than US$400/tonne.
Spot prices then dropped a little, but
rebounded to exceed USS$1000/tonne
for the first time in three years as crude
oil prices moved higher.
In 2018 new PX plants with combined
capacity of more than 2m tonne/year
are due to start up in Vietnam (700 000
tonne/year) and Saudi Arabia (1.35m
tonne/year). However, the expanded
production will be absorbed completely
if demand continues as in 2017.
The scale of scheduled maintenance
shutdowns is thought to be larger than
in 2017. The new capacity may tempo-

Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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Growth in Chinese PX imports 2010-2017 (‘000s tonne)
2010
2015
2016
2017

Volume

Change, %

3527
>10 000
12 361
14 438

6.1
16.8

Source: The Chemical Daily

rarily lengthen the supply-demand
balance but market prices are expected
to stay firm if the extended polyester
chain is able to operate without
unanticipated production difficulties.
Domestic production of PTA in
China, the world’s largest polyester
producer, has increased rapidly and PX
imports into China have continued to
increase, climbing almost 17% year-onyear in 2017 to 14.4m tonne, almost
four times the level of 2010 (see table).
Japan’s PX exports were 3.234m
tonne in 2017, up 7.6% year-on-year,
and close to the record high of 3.3m
tonne marked in 2013. Shipments to

China rose 8.2% in 2017 to 2.601m
tonne and the remainder went to
Taiwan and South Korea.
In 2014, Japanese exports of PX fell
sharply as production was cut back in
response to large-scale capacity expansion in Asia, falling to 2.397m tonne,
before rebounding in 2015 and climbing back above 3m tonne in 2016.
Regional PX markets have been generally more orderly in the last couple of
years, with the monthly negotiated
Asia Contract Price (ACP) settled in
eight months out of 12 in each of 2016
and 2017, after many failed negotiations in 2014 and 2015.
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Global PTA demand is forecast to
grow to 71m tonne in 2021 from 54.7m
tonne in 2015, an annual average
growth of 4.4%, according to METI.
China is expected to account for 40.6m
tonne of the total in 2021.
PTA capacity has increased at breakneck speeds in recent years. Plants
with combined capacity of more than
12m tonne/year came onstream in the
second half of 2012. Nearly 10m tonne/
year was added in 2014, and a further
5m tonne/year in 2015-16.
As a result, China’s PTA capacity
grew to more than 40m tonne/year,
dramatically outstripping the 30m
tonne/year of domestic demand. In
addition, a new 2.2m tonne/year plant
was brought onstream in India at the
end of 2016 and the beginning of 2017.
Shaoxing Far East Petrochemical suffered business failure and stopped operations at its 3.2m tonne/year plant in
March 2015. In April of the same year an
explosion occurred at the Dragon
Aromatics PX plant in China and its
neighbour Xianglu Petrochemical was
forced to stop operations at its 4.5m
tonne/year PTA plant.
In addition, a number of less competitive plants stopped operations. As a
result, the PTA supply-demand balance improved in 2015 despite the
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heavy round of new capacities.
Since then, China has switched back
to being a net importer of PTA. At their
peak, Chinese PTA imports were 7m
tonne in 2006 but plunged as new
domestic capacity came onstream and
were only 502 200 tonne in 2016. At the
same time, PTA exports surged, increasing from only 9100 tonne in 2012 to 695
300 tonne in 2016. In 2017, imports of
PTA into China were 543 900 tonne,
while exports were 523 600 tonne.
In 2017 Taiwan’s Oriental
Petrochemical (OPTC) and China’s
Tongkun started up PTA plants with

2016

2017

2018

capacity of 1.5m tonne/year and 2.2m
tonne/year in November and December.
In addition, half of Xianglu’s 4.5m
tonne/year plant, which had been suspended since April 2015, resumed
operations at the end of November,
while Shaoxing Far East Petrochemical
found a buyer and has been operating
1.4m tonne/year of its total 3.2m
tonne/year capacity since early 2018.
It is rumoured that small plants in
China may come under environmental regulations in the medium term
but at present their operations have
not been affected.

China to account for half of MEG demand growth
■ Global demand for MEG in 2017 is
estimated to have reached 30m tonne, up
7% year on year. China’s accounted for
nearly half the total and grew by some 10%,
leading overall growth.
Polyester demand for use in packaging
increased in China in response to increased
online shopping, while use in house
interiors also grew.
Regulations on imports of waste plastics
curtailed use of recycled polyethylene
terephthalate (PET), pushing up demand
for virgin PET.
Global MEG demand in 2018 is likely to
increase about 6% year on year.
Asian prices for MEG slipped in 2017
when it became clear that the startup of
the official futures market would be
delayed and traders liquidated stocks. As a
result, the MEG-naphtha price spread
shrank to as low as around US$200/tonne.
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However, prices began to climb at the
end of 2017 and the spread over naphtha
increased considerably in early 2018 to
around US$1000/tonne level.
Global demand for MEG is expected to
grow at an annual rate of 4%, with China
accounting for around half the total. In
2014, it stood at about 25m tonne. Product
made from ethylene derived from Middle
East natural gas has an overwhelming
competitive edge.
China’s MEG imports rose 15.5% year on
year to 8.75m tonne in 2017, recovering to
the record high of 8.772m tonne of 2015. In
2016, imports dropped for the first time in
19 years, down 13.7% year-on-year to
7.578m tonne following the unscheduled
outage of the Shell cracker in Singapore
and the sharp increase in ethylene prices at
the end of that year. MEG production also
reportedly declined in the Middle East as

producers switched to favour
polyethylene.
India’s MEG market is expanding at a
faster rate than China’s, though from a
lower base – its demand is approximately
2m tonne/year. The startup of a total
amount of new 1m tonne/year MEG plant
in India looks likely to displace imports
from the Middle East which previously
accounted for around half of the domestic
Indian MEG market.
It is thought possible that some of the
domestically produced MEG may not be
completely absorbed by the domestic
market and could also end up being
exported instead.
Japan’s MEG exports surged 19.8% yearon-year in 2017, climbing to 318 000 tonne,
most of it shipped to China. Exports had
slipped in 2016 to 266 000 tonne after
growing 36.9% to 338 000 tonne in 2015.
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Tight supply drives up
Asian acetic acid prices
Acetic acid prices have soared despite the fact capacity is well in excess of demand. Tight
supply due to plant outages are the cause, explains Kazuki Kayano of The Chemical Daily
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ACETIC ACID PRICES HAVE SOARED SINCE LAST SEPTEMBER
Acetic acid spot CFR Northeast Asia
ICISAcetic acid spot CFR Southeast Asia
Acetic acid spot CFR South Asia
Acetic acid spot ex-tank East China
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T

he global supply-demand balance for acetic acid has been
unexpectedly tight in the last
year owing to unexpected reductions
in production levels as well as steady
demand growth, and despite the fact
the market is oversupplied on paper.
Asian spot prices soared to a record
high of US$750/tonne in January, up
from US$400-500/tonne a year earlier,
and then reached US$850/tonne in
late May.
The outlook for the rest of 2018 is
uncertain, but is expected to be influenced principally by plant operating
rates, particularly in China.
Global acetic acid supply is estimated at about 20m tonne/year, led
by China with capacity of 10m
tonne/year. World demand is
approximately 16m tonne/year, 30%
of which is used for the production
of vinyl acetate monomer (VAM),
20% for each of purified terephthalic
acid (PTA) and acetate, and 15% for
acetic anhydride.
Acetic acid markets tightened in
late August 2017 following the unexpected outage of US plants due to
Hurricane Harvey. The US exports
acetic-acid derivatives to Europe and
South America, and covered the
domestic shortage of acid with
imports from China, leaving Asian
supply tight.
To meet the steady US demand for
acetic acid for use in acetate fibre for
cigarette filters, it is understood that
50 000-60 000 tonne of acetic acid was
shipped from China to the US over a
period of three months.
In late 2017 new environmental regulations in China designed to reduce
coal consumption hit Chinese metha-
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nol production and led to a further
tightening in the Asian acetic acid
supply-demand balance. Most
Chinese methanol plants use coal as
feedstock.
Those that use natural gas were
also affected as the government
prioritised use by households over
industry as natural gas supplies
became tighter, particularly in
Northern China.
In mid-February this year, a major
US producer declared force majeure
(FM) on supply of acetic acid due to
problems in securing carbon monoxide supply.

“Demand is expected
to be brisk from July
as PTA makers
resume operations
after turnarounds
during Q2”
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2017
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As a result, several tens of thousands of tonnes of Asian acetic acid
were understood to have replaced US
product destined for Europe, and
Asian prices rose to US$770/tonne on
reduced stocks, before slipping
US$20/tonne in late March when the
US FM was lifted and China’s environmental regulations were eased.
April saw maintenance shutdowns
in China, plant troubles in Taiwan
and Singapore and a further FM by
another US producer, again due to
carbon monoxide supply problems,
resulting in export of several thousand tonnes of Chinese exports to
Europe in place of US product.
In consequence, market prices rose
above US$800/tonne for the first time
in 14 years and hit a new record high
of US$850/tonne in late May.
Demand is expected to be brisk from
July as PTA makers resume operations
after turnarounds during Q2. With no
plans slated for large-scale plant construction, supply is likely to remain tight.
35
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Tight markets absorb
added GCC capacities
Matthew Chong and Ahmad Izham of ICIS report on the market impacts of the latest
worldscale isocyanates and polyols production complex in Saudi Arabia

T

he isocyanates market has
apparently taken Sadara
Chemical’s highly anticipated
startup of commercial operations in
its stride. Little impact has been seen
on pricing so far, contrary to earlier
fears that the additional supply could
weigh down on prices.
Sadara is a joint venture between
DowDuPont and Saudi Arabia’s stateowned Saudi Aramco. The Al Jubail
facility is designed to produce
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200 000 tonne/year of toluene diisocyanate (TDI), 400 000 tonne/year
of polymeric methyl di-p-phenylene
isocyanate (PMDI) and 400 000
tonne/year of polyether polyols.
For TDI in particular, Middle East
prices have remained firm despite the
entry of Sadara material into the market. Market sources in the Middle
East said much of Sadara’s TDI cargoes were being sold to Asia, where
demand was deemed to be stronger

and hence prices firmer.
As such, that left fewer available
cargoes for the Middle East market,
which was already struggling with
limited availability from other key
producers, such as BASF and Mitsui
Chemicals & SKC Polyurethanes
(MCNS).
Sadara officially started TDI production in September 2017. By
November, it had shipped some TDI
samples to customers in Saudi Arabia
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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toward the end of the first half of
2018, coinciding with the Muslim
fasting month of Ramadan and the
Eid holidays that followed.
Demand stagnated and supply
increased after some key South
Korean producers such as Hanwha
re-started output following maintenance shutdowns in April.
But the start of the second half of
the year saw an uptick in activity and
discussions. While prices remain
weighed down by the soft demand,
there is some hope that the downtrend would stabilise and deals would
start to intensify.

Sadara Chemical’s MDI facility started up last
year – the first such capacity in the GCC region

and by January 2018, cargoes were
already available in Asia.
Sources in Sadara confirmed to
ICIS that TDI cargoes were present in
the market but did not specify where
these cargoes had been shipped to or
the volume available.
Looking at the pricing picture, TDI
prices continued to rise even after
Sadara began selling its TDI. Taking
import prices in the GCC as representative of the broader Middle East
market, TDI prices rose to their highest on record in November 2017,
about the time Middle East customers reported seeing TDI cargoes from
Sadara.
Toward the end of the first quarter
of 2018, prices remained supported
and in the week ended 8 March, TDI
prices in the GCC re-visited their
record highs of around US$4650/
tonne CFR GCC.
The TDI market in the Middle East
and China entered a seasonal lull
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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‘We’re right at the start of the second half of the year so this is a very
important time,’ said a source. ‘It looks
like prices are going to ease more but I
don’t think they will crash.’
Also, German chemical major BASF
is expected to re-start production at
its plant in Ludwigshafen soon.
A press spokesperson said in late
June the company assumes the plant
will resume producing within the
coming weeks having shut down the
300 000 tonne/year facility in preparation for a new reactor in January.
Sadara cargoes meanwhile were
still heard to be available in Asia and
prices were believed to be in line with

ASIAN POLYURETHANE CHAIN SPOT PRICES
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Pure MDI spot CFR Northeast Asia
Pure MDI spot CFR China
TDI spot CFR Southeast Asia
Polyols, flexible foam slabstock CFR Southeast Asia
Propylene oxide spot CFR China
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SADARA CHEMICAL

“Additional
capacity is expected
from Huntsman
Polyurethanes
Shanghai Co”

the broader market. ‘It’s good that
prices have softened. Buyers will be
more encouraged to purchase,’ said a
source in the Middle East.
For PMDI, Sadara’s entry into the
supply chain has also had minimal
impact on prices. PMDI prices in the
GCC have been under downward
pressure but most players said this
was largely tracking a broader downtrend in prices in China.
PMDI prices in the GCC traded up
to their highest on record through the
September to November 2017 period.
They started to trend lower after that
and in the week ended 15 March
were at US$2850/tonne CFR GCC,
their lowest since late August 2017.
That came as import prices in
China also traded at US$2550/tonne
CFR China, the lowest since June
2017.
‘Supply is sufficient and demand is
stable,’ said a source in the Middle
East. ‘End-users are waiting for prices
to decline further.’
Additional capacity is expected
from Huntsman Polyurethanes
Shanghai Co (HPS), which is in the
initial startup phase at its new 240
000 tonne/year MDI unit in Caojing,
Shanghai, after it came onstream in
February. The company expects to
achieve full production at the unit
within six to nine months, although
the current run rate of the unit was
not immediately available.
Elsewhere in the Middle East,
PMDI prices in Iran were also in
decline after peaking at US$3750/
tonne CFR Iran in November last
year. Spot import prices in Iran fell to
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US$3100/tonne CFR Iran in the week
ended 15 March, in part due to a long
holiday in Iran.
Then, just before the start of
Ramadan, US president Donald Trump
announced on 8 May that the US will
withdraw from the Iran nuclear deal
and re-impose sanctions on Tehran,
consequently driving up crude prices
to their highest level since late 2014.
PMDI import prices in Iran have
been mostly in decline since then as
uncertainty hit demand there but the

“End-users are waiting
for prices to decline
further”
domestic market appeared to be adequately supplied by the domestic
supplier Karoon Petrochemical.
Prior to June 2017, Iran’s Karoon
Petrochemical was the only Middle
East PMDI producer although it produced PMDI mainly for its domestic

market from a 40 000 tonne/year
installation in its southwestern
Mahshahr petrochemical special economic zone.
The PMDI market is still expected
to expand this year, albeit in single
digits. According to the ICIS Supply
and Demand database, Middle East
consumption growth is expected to
average around 7.1%/year over the
2015-2020 period, while consumption
growth in the Asia Pacific region is
projected at around 4.3%/year.

Propylene oxide expansions to outpace polyols demand
since the end of last year, which means
that the monthly allocation to China was
reduced in the first-half of this year.
The main source of China imports in
recent years has been Saudi Arabia,
followed distantly by Southeast Asia and
the US. Demand-wise, the expected influx
of Sadara Chemical’s downstream flexible
slabstock grade of polyols into Asia will
indirectly suppress the need for PO in the
region as less PO will be required for
polyols production.

■ China’s propylene oxide (PO) prices are
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“Impact will be felt
from the second half
of the year”
The Saudi Arabia-based producer’s
390 000 tonne/year PO unit came onstream
in June 2017, although its PO is thought to
be entirely for its own captive use and is
not for commercial sales.
Regular flexible slabstock quantities of a
few thousand tonne a month have been
arriving in China from Sadara since
September 2017 and the volume is set to
increase this year.
However, the impact of the additional
Polyols find a huge outlet in flexible
slabstock production

DOWDUPONT

expected to be largely stable and rangebound in the third quarter of 2018, with
average prices having found support at
Rmb11 000/tonne (US$1662/tonne) DEL
China from late May to early July.
Prices had only momentarily breached
the Rmb11 000/tonne mark at the end of
March after having eased from a peak of
Rmb13 975/tonne (US$2112/tonne) DEL
China in early January. The last time prices
were above this level was in October 2014.
Tightening supply from a spate of
scheduled plant turnarounds in Asia in the
second quarter had curbed prices from
plummeting despite lacklustre demand.
As of 6 July, average domestic prices
were still at a relatively high level of
Rmb11 350/tonne DEL China, almost double
their near-record low of Rmb6500/tonne
DEL just a couple of years ago.
In China, key producer Ningbo Zhenhai
Lyondell Chemical (NZLC) restarted its
285 000 tonne/year PO plant in Ningbo in
mid-June after taking it off line in late April.
Another key Chinese producer, Wanhua
Chemical, shut its 240 000 tonne/year PO
plant in Yantai in June for one and a half
months for a turnaround.
Meanwhile, Japan’s Sumitomo Chemical
had just restarted its 200 000 tonne/year
PO plant from a major turnaround in endJune after taking it off line in early May, and
Japan’s Asahi Glass Co (AGC) also shut its
110 000 tonne/year plant at around the
same time for five weeks. Japan’s third PO
producer – Tokuyama Corp – is due to shut
its 89 000 tonne/year Yamaguchi PO plant
from 10 July to end-July for maintenance.
As a consequence of the Japanese
turnarounds, parcels of Saudi Arabianorigin material have been heading for Japan

polyols supply from Sadara is likely to be
felt more keenly from the second half of
the year as a large part of these cargoes
has been covering the shortfall from
DowDuPont’s plants in Thailand. This is
because DowDuPont was due to conduct
turnarounds at its integrated PO and
polyols units in Thailand in March and
April for two months, according to
market sources.
Polyols prices have been tracking
feedstock PO prices very closely and it is
unlikely that the gap will widen going
forward as polyols producers’ margins are
expected to remain tightly squeezed.
Looking further ahead to the fourth
quarter of 2018, PO prices will likely come
under downward pressure after most of
the plants have recovered from their
turnarounds.
There is a substantial price downside
potential as many PO producers have been
sitting on huge margins because of much
lower prices of main feedstock propylene
and suppressed prices of other feedstock
chlorine in domestic China.
This is especially so for plants situated in
the Shandong province of China, which are
mostly using the traditional chlorination
route of PO production.
New PO capacities scheduled to come
onstream later in the year will also drag on
prices as PO capacity expansion will
outpace polyols expansions, and polyols
are already in heavy oversupply.
Firm PO startups in 2018 include South
Korean S-Oil’s 300 000 tonne/year unit in
Ulsan, with on-spec production expected to
be achieved sometime in August or
September. Another one is Chinese Hong Bao
Li’s 120 000 tonne/year unit in Nanjing slated
to come onstream some time later this year.
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Centre of M&A activity
moves towards China
Merger and acquisition activity remains high globally, with values boosted by a series of
huge deals last year, but by number of deals China leads the way, reports Nigel Davis of ICIS

“Tax reform will mean
that US companies
have more to spend in
the US and overseas”
And while so much attention is given
to private equity and the role of activist
investors seeking to release value from
the sector, it is worth noting that these
players tend to shy away from the big
Asian markets and from the Middle East.
Because of this, private equity is
40
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T

he chemical mergers and acquisitions (M&A) landscape remains
extremely attractive. Deal numbers have come off recent peaks but
this is partly due to the high multiples
in specialities. Despite that pressure,
upstream transactions are being
agreed at outwardly more reasonable
valuations.
Investment banker Peter Young put
the situation into context earlier this
year when he said the chemical M&A
market is really a collection of many
markets moving in different directions.
‘It is a sellers’ market in speciality
chemicals, with high valuations and
volumes, but quite the opposite in
commodity chemicals,’ he said. He
made the point that the Asian market
has become dominant in terms of the
share of global businesses sold. It is
following a ‘different drumbeat’ with
unusually high levels of activity and
heavy consolidation.
Other commentators have noted
these trends and point to the potential
for further activity dominated by the
big chemical markets in the US and
Asia (notably China and Japan).

China has been leading the way in the number
of M&A deals as the country refocuses its
industrial lansdcape

forced to compete for speciality companies in the West, pitching against
strategic players. Multiples have been
pushed up as a result.
For similar reasons, private equity
owners are able to sell speciality businesses but are finding the going much
tougher in commodities, where there
have been private equity to private
equity transactions.
Young & Co’s statistics for the deals
closed in 2017 and prior years are
shown in the table (see page 43). Last
year, three long-announced megamergers dominated the US dollar deal
value total: Dow/DuPont, Syngenta/
ChemChina and Sherwin Williams/
Valspar. Setting these aside, the underlying annual deal value and the completed deal volume were lower than
the previous year.

Young & Co data also highlight the
dominance of Asia, a point which,
Peter Young suggested, has not been
widely recognised by other analysts
and commentators. Asia and ‘the rest
of the world’ dominated as a deal location in 2017, accounting for 47.2% of
deals worldwide registered by the
bank. ‘This dominance has been true
for the last few years,’ Young said.
‘Many Asian deals were consolidation
transactions in China as the government
encouraged mergers to reduce the number of competitors,’ he added.
‘Interestingly, as Asian targets made
up 47.2% of the market, that means all of
the Western world deals were squeezed
into the remaining 52.8%.’
Analysis from consultants at
Deloitte (based on S&P Capital IQ
data) shows the number of domestic
(target in China) acquisitions by
Chinese buyers rising last year to 77
from 51 in 2016 and 42 in 2015. The
focus was on consolidation to improve
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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cost competitiveness.
Deloitte said that combinations took
place in all segments of the industry last
year but particularly in commodity and
basic chemicals, in industrial gases,
agrochemicals and petrochemicals.
‘We understand through discussions
with clients and other market participants that margins of Chinese-based
chemical companies continue to be
under pressure because of falling selling prices driven by lower non-petroleum based feedstock costs and overcapacity in the market,’ it added.
The consulting firm said it expects
most China M&A activity to continue
in agricultural chemicals and petrochemicals. But China’s One Belt One
Road initiative could contribute to further M&A activity in chemicals. There
has been a recent upswing of deals in
the ‘surface and construction end markets’ Deloitte added.
The China M&A story hinges around
smaller companies being absorbed to
reduce capacities and lift profitability for
the remainder. In a more expansionary
way, the One Belt One Road initiative is
likely to provide further stimulus for
domestically focused deal-making.
These trends will help support a
2017 level of deal making in 2018
unless there is another mega-merger,
such as that between ChemChina and
Switzerland-headquartered agrochemicals firm Syngenta.
Development of the trade spat
between the US and China into a fullblown trade war will have far-reaching
consequences, impacting costs and
prices in chemicals and feedstock markets. The negative sentiment will
extend to M&A introducing further

uncertainty into the market.
The number of outward deals from
China has fallen dramatically, however
– from nine in 2016 to just one in 2017,
according to the Deloitte analysis. This
was due to increased scrutiny by the
Chinese regulators on capital outflows, a measure announced at the
end of 2016.
Deloitte suggested that better profitability and lower naphtha prices have
shifted the chemicals M&A environment in Japan while the push downstream by the chemical majors continues. Toray and Mitsui Chemicals
invested downstream in 2017.
Meanwhile, restructuring across the
sector reflected the trends seen in the
other major chemical markets in the
US and Germany with companies
divesting non-core assets and making
bolt-on acquisitions.
Among the divestments were Asahi
Kasei’s sale of its thermoplastics styrene elastomer business to Mitsui
Chemicals and the sale of Nippon
Shokubai’s friction cutting construction material business. Sumitomo
Chemical bought an insecticidal compounds business and Sekisui Chemical
an electronics material business.
Deloitte believes that a high level of
chemical M&A activity will persist in
Japan this year. M&A is seen as a key
tool for growth and for lifting value.
Peter Young expects a strong global
M&A market in 2018 in dollar terms
and about the same overall number of
deals as in 2017 with Asia dominating
in terms of the location of businesses
sold. Commodity chemical M&A valuations, which fell into a trough in 2015,
surged in 2016 and fell back again in

EQUITY VALUE OF DISCLOSED WORLDWIDE CHEMICAL
INDUSTRY ACQUISITIONS (US$BN)
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2017, are expected to remain weak.
Speciality chemical valuations and deal
volumes are expected to stay strong.
There are significant deals on the
horizon, nevertheless, the most widely
discussed being the proposed merger
between polyolefins giant LyondellBasell and Brazil’s Braskem which is
supported by current industry and
M&A trends.

“Many Asian deals
were consolidation
transactions in China...
to reduce the number
of competitors”
Valued at $11.2bn, it would create a
giant polyolefins producer with leading
market positions throughout the
Americas. It would encompass almost
the entire Brazilian polyethylene and
polypropylene markets and much of
the PE market in Mexico.
Across the sector, two trends are
worth noting as the year progresses.
Tax reform will mean that US companies have more to spend in the US and
overseas. Those companies with operations outside the US can repatriate
cash and potentially use those funds to
bolster acquisitions.
According to Alex Khutorsky a partner with M&A advisors, The Valence
Group, the combination of US companies having lower corporate taxes, and
the fact that they no longer have to pay
US taxes on foreign profit ‘allows US
companies to be much more competitive in the international M&A market.’
Further M&A activity in petrochemicals might be expected too as state
owned enterprises (SOEs) and new
players enter the diverse segment’s
markets, Accenture suggested in a blog
post in September last year.
Accenture’s analysis of ICIS Supply
and Demand data shows 212 new producers entered the petrochemical
industry between 2007 and 2017, an
increase of 20%. At least another 51
companies are expected over the next
five years with the numbers across
most segments of the industry rising.
Accenture suggested that the growth
in the number of sector players will
bring with it greater levels of competition and risk and less control over
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capacity for publicly listed or privately
held petrochemical companies, in
other words, the non-SOEs.
There may be more consolidationdriven M&A activity as a result of greater
competition and greater customer

choice, said Accenture’s research lead
for chemicals and natural resources,
Paul Bjacek. Publicly and privately held
petrochemical companies may partner
with well-managed SOEs to expand in
and out of their regions as expertise and

technology from experienced players is
shared. Petrochemical companies that
cannot innovate and improve are likely
to struggle and find themselves assessing a divestment or a merger as a way
out, Bjacek said.

Selected petrochemical M&A deals 2017-2018
Buyer

Seller or target

AGC Asahi Glass
Evonik

Solvay
Huber Silica

Evonik

3M

ExxonMobil

Jurong Aromatics Corporation (JAC)

H.B. Fuller

Royal Adhesives & Sealants

Hitachi Chemical

Thai Storage Battery Public Co

Huntsman

IFS Chemicals

Huntsman

Demilec

Price

Countries (buyer/target)

Sector

Japan/Thailand
UK/US

US$1.575bn

Indorama Ventures Glanzstoff
Indorama Ventures DuraFiber Technologies
Indorama Ventures DuPont Teijin Films
Indorama Ventures
Kaneka
Kuraray
LANXESS
LyondellBasell
Mexichem

Artlant PTA
Applied Poleramic
Calgon Carbon
Solvay
A. Schulman
Sylvin Technologies

Mitsubishi Rayon

Gemini Composites

Mitsui Chemicals

Asahi Kasei

Nippon Shokubai
NOVA Chemicals
Perstorp
Petroquimica Cuyo

Sirrus
Williams Partners
US$2.1bn
Polioli
Petroquimica Ensenada (Petroken)

Reichhold

Polynt

Reliance Industries
SABIC
Sinopec
SK Capital Partners
SK Global Chemical
Stahl

Kemrock Industries & Exports
Clariant
BP
Foremark Performance Chemicals
Dow Chemical
BASF

Stepan

BASF Mexicana

Sumitomo Chemical
Tata Chemicals
Tokai Carbon
Tricon Energy
Victrex

Botanical Resources Australia
Unnati Inorganics
Showa Denko
Noble Group
Zyex

WR Grace

Albemarle

US$416m

Yara International

Tata Chemicals

US$421m

US$15m
US$1.3bn
US$2.25bn
US$39m

US$1.68bn

US$5.3m

Solvay’s 58.77% stake in vinyls producer
Silica business
High-concentrates additive compounding
Germany/US
business
US/Singapore
Paraxylene
American Securities' adhesives and sealUS/US
ants business
Japan/Thailand
Battery and energy storage
Formulator of methylene diphenyl diisoUS/US
cyanate (MDI)-based systems
Sun Capital Partners' spray polyurethane
US/US
foam business
Thailand/Germany
Tyre cord maker
Thailand/Mexico
Mexican textiles unit
Biaxially-oriented polyethylene terephthalThailand/UK
ate and polyethylene naphthalate films
Thailand/Portugal
Purified terephthalic acid producer
Japan/US
Advanced resins
Japan/US
Carbon
Germany/Belgium
Solvay's US phosphorus additives business
US/US
Plastics compounds
Mexico/US
Polyvinyl chloride compounds
Designer and engineer of carbon fibre
Japan/US
composite components
SUNVIEO thermoplastic styrene elastomer
Japan/Japan
business
Japan/US
High-purity reactive monomers
Canada/US
Williams' stake in ethylene cracker
Sweden/Italy
Polialcoli polyols business
Argentina/Argentina
Merger of polypropylene businesses
Merger of unsaturated polyester resins
US/Italy
producers
India/India
Composites assets
Saudi Arabia/Switz’land SABIC takes 24.99% in speciality producer
China/UK
Sale of 50% stake in Secco joint venture
US/US
Formaldehyde and derivatives
South Korea/US
Dow's polyvinylidene chloride business
Netherlands/Germany BASF’s leather chemicals business
Surfactants plant and portion of associUS/Mexico
ated surfactants business
Japan/Australia
82.9% stake in pyrethrins business
India/India
Precipitated silica operation
Japan/Japan
SGL GE graphite electrode business
US/Hong Kong
Petrochemical business
UK/UK
Polyether ether ketone fibres
Polyolefin catalysts and components
US/US
business
Norway/India
Urea business in India

Source: ICIS and The Chemical Daily
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Eleven government trade representatives signed the CPTPP agreement in Santiago, Chile on 8 March 2018

Japan takes the lead
to rescue trade deal
Eleven Pacific Rim countries have signed a far-reaching trade pact, despite the US pulling
out last year when President Trump took office, reports Pearl Bantillo of ICIS

J

apan successfully took the reins
from the US to ensure one of the
world’s largest trade pacts was concluded earlier this year. The renamed
Comprehensive and Progressive TransPacific Partnership (CPTPP) was signed
on 8 March by 11 of the original 12
participating countries, which represent 13.5% of the world economy and
500m people. The pact now awaits ratification by at least six members before
it can be fully implemented.
The original agreement – the TransPacific Partnership (TPP) – was concluded in February 2016 and had the US
as its major proponent under then-president Barack Obama. But his successor
Donald Trump withdrew from the pact
shortly after assuming office in January
2017, before the TPP had been ratified.
Japan, which is the world’s third
largest economy, along with Malaysia,
Vietnam, Singapore, Brunei, Australia,
44
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New Zealand, Canada, Mexico, Chile
and Peru, re-negotiated the pact and
concluded the deal on 23 January
2018. The final version of CPTPP has
suspended more than 20 provisions,
mostly negotiated by the US.
‘The suspended provisions relate
mainly to express shipments; investment arbitration; express delivery services; patents and patent term adjustments; biologics; term of protection for
copyright; legal liability and safe harbour provisions for internet service
providers; and technological protection
measures,’ according to the World
Trade Organization (WTO).

“The door is open for
like-minded parties to
join the CPTPP once it
has entered into force”

The US exit could have scuttled
CPTPP for good, but Japan decided to
take up the mantle and foster the push
toward trade liberalisation.
‘This agreement realises a free and
fair trade rule at a high standard in the
Asia-Pacific region; creates a new economic order suitable for the 21st century; and shows Japan as a great presence as a “flag of free trade”, ’ the country’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and
Industry (METI) said in a statement.
‘Most of the hurdles were already
cleared during the renegotiation process that followed the withdrawal of the
US from the deal in January 2017.
‘Therefore, there is little risk of seeing
another blow, and the final deal will
likely come into force by the end of this
year or in early 2019,’ said Ricard Torne,
head of economic research at Spainbased FocusEconomics.
Mexico was the first to ratify the
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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CPTPP in late April, followed by Japan
in June and Singapore in July. The legislative process is under way in Canada
and Malaysia’s new government under
prime minister Mahathir Mohamad is
reviewing the pact. CPTPP will come
into effect 60 days after ratification by six
of the 11 signatories.
Japan has played a key role to
ensure that the years of negotiations
for the TPP do not go down the drain.
‘On the political side, the “resurgence”
of the Pacific Rim trade pact has
strengthened [Japan] prime minister
Shinzo Abe’s position both at home
and globally,’ Torne added.

“This agreement
realises a free and fair
trade rule at a high
standard in the AsiaPacific region”
China, which is the biggest economy
in Asia and the world’s second biggest,
has decided not to join CPTPP, but
membership will be opened to new candidates once the deal has been ratified.
‘It is an open and inclusive agreement, and the door is open for likeminded parties to join the CPTPP once
it has entered into force,’ Singapore’s
Ministry of Trade and Industry said.
The Philippines is keen to be part of
CPTPP, the country’s chief economist
and finance undersecretary Gil Beltran
said. ‘When trade expands, so do markets, thus contributing to economic
growth,’ Beltran added.
The Southeast Asian country is ‘participating actively’ in the China-backed
Regional Comprehensive Economic
Partnership (RCEP) negotiations and
just ratified a free trade agreement with
EFTA (the European Free Trade
Association), he noted.
RCEP includes 10 ASEAN countries –
Brunei, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos,
Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines,
Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam – and
six countries with which the ASEAN
bloc has existing FTAs, namely China,
South Korea, Japan, India, Australia
and New Zealand.
The 16 countries comprising RCEP
account for 31.6% of global output,
28.5% of global trade and a fifth of the
global foreign direct investment inflows
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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in 2016, according to the Joint Leaders’
Statement on RCEP negotiations, dated
14 November 2017.
Negotiations for RCEP began in early
2013 but missed the end-2017 deadline
for conclusion after 20 rounds of negotiations. It is hoped that the deal could
be concluded this year. Compared with
CPTPP, RCEP does not include protections for labour rights and the environment, according to a policy brief by
Singapore-based think tank Asian
Trade Centre dated November 2017.
Meanwhile, the signing of CPTPP on
8 March coincided with Trump’s executive order calling for US import tariffs of
25% on steel and 10% on aluminium, in
line with his ‘America First’ policy.
The US action on tariff imposition
was ‘extremely regrettable’, Japan’s
economy, trade and industry minister

Hiroshige Seko said in a statement.
‘In the face of the trade protectionism winds that are blowing from
the US, initiatives such as CPTPP
come at a perfect time to demonstrate that there is still willingness to
promote free trade, which has
proved to be the best engine to drive
up economic growth and reduce
poverty globally,’ commented Torne
of FocusEconomics.
On 12 April, more than a month after
the CPTPP was sealed, Trump ordered
top US administration officials to look
into the possibility of the US re-joining
the deal, amid a brewing trade row
with China, the Asian economic giant
that is not a signatory to the deal. On 6
July, the US-China trade war officially
started with 25% tariffs slapped on
$34bn worth of goods on each side.

CPTPP and RCEP compared by Asian Trade Center
RCEP

CPTPP

Depth of coverage for goods

Modest?
Very deep
■ Deal not yet concluded, but cuts do not auto■ All goods included, and every tariff
matically mean tariff elimination or tariffs to 0%
line addressed
■ Example: tariff coverage could be at 90%, (10%
■ All but a tiny handful of tariffs drop
excluded entirely) and not all drop to 0% even at
to 0%, including sensitive items
end of full implementation
normally carved out or excluded
from trade deals
■ Some problematic tools remain for
some members [tariff-rate quotas
(TRQs), safeguards, etc]
Depth of coverage for services

Modest?
■ Services coverage, so far, not great—limited list
of included services sectors, all others not open
(positive list scheduling)

Very deep
■ All goods included, and every tariff

line addressed
■ All about a tiny handful tariffsdrop

to 0%, including sensitive items
normally carved out or excluded
from trade deals
■ S ome problematic tools remain for
some members (TRQs, safeguards,
etc)
Depth of coverage for investments

Strong
■ Investment more promising as RCEP members

Excellent
■N
 egative listing: Every single invest-

ment sector also opened for TPP
want inbound investment
member firms (except for those
■N
 egative list scheduling means all opened, unless
listed as closed)
sector is explicitly listed as closed (list could be
■ Strong protection for all investors,
longish?)
including ISDS (although tobacco
■R
 CEP includes investor-state dispute settlement
explicitly carved out of ISDS cover(ISDS) provision to help protect investors
age)
Source: Asian Trade Center policy brief 17-12
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Robust car production and increasing demand
for battery-powered vehicles is boosting
Japanese chemical makers’ fortunes

I

t is 60 years since the former Mitsui
Petrochemical, now Mitsui
Chemicals, and Sumitomo
Chemical inaugurated Japan’s first
petrochemical complex in 1958. The
Japanese petrochemical industry has
mushroomed in the decades since,
building – and even scrapping and
rebuilding – complexes in many parts
of Japan, Asia and around the world.
In the lunar calendar, the sixtieth
birthday is a milestone, marking a new
beginning or rebirth. It is in this light
that Japan’s petrochemical industry is
tackling the challenges it faces, focusing firmly on the next 60 years.
Japan’s ethylene output from its 12
naphtha crackers rose 4% year on
year in 2017 to 6.53m tonne/year. The
average operating rate increased 0.7
of a percentage point to 96.8%, the
highest level since the global financial and economic crisis of 2008,
when the longstanding operating rate
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Japan aims for
sustained growth
Juichi Saegusa of The Chemical Daily reports on the
strong performance of the Japanese chemical sector as it
benefits from extensive restructuring and strong demand
of around 99% fell to around 80%.
Conditions for Japan’s petrochemical industry remained tough after the
2008 crisis: the Great East Japan
Earthquake hit in March 2011,
imports of foreign-made petrochemicals surged due to the strong yen, and
domestic demand slumped.
In response, domestic petrochemical players started a process of restructuring their naphtha cracking opera-

tions to reduce capacity in proportion
to dwindling domestic demand.
Mitsubishi Chemical and Sumitomo
Chemical each stopped operations at
crackers in 2014 and 2015 respectively.
In 2016 Mitsubishi Chemical and its
partner Asahi Kasei integrated their
two crackers into one.
Companies also shut down derivatives plants, targeting less profitable
products such as polyethylene (PE),
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Japanese chemical companies’ results for fiscal year 2017 (Yen100m)
Mitsubishi Chemical
Holdings*
Sumitomo Chemical
Asahi Kasei
Mitsui Chemicals
Shin-Etsu Chemical
Tosoh
Ube Industries

Sales

Change, % Operating profit Change, % Net profit Change, %

37 244

10.3

3805

23.7

2117

35.5

21 905
20 422
13 285
14 414
8229
6956

13.0
8.5
9.6
16.5
10.7
12.8

2626
1985
1034
3368
1306
503

42.3
24.6
1.3
41.2
17.4
43.7

1337
1702
715
2662
888
317

74.8
48.0
10.4
51.3
17.4
31.0

* Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings’ operating income excludes special items
Source: Companies’ reports

styrene monomer and propylene
oxide. In addition they reduced production of phenol, purified terephthalic acid (PTA) and toluene
di-isocyanate (TDI).
As this restructuring was under
way, the price of crude oil nosedived
and measures adopted by the
Japanese government helped ease the
strength of the yen, both of which
lent support to the domestic petrochemicals industry, reducing the cost
of imported feedstock and improving
the competitiveness of domestic
product against imports.
Domestic demand improved and
the cracker operating rate steadily
recovered, passing the 90% level
again in 2014.
In fiscal year 2017 (FY2017, ending
31 March 2018), Japanese chemical
companies reported record-high net
profits on the back of a strong petrochemicals performance, probably the
best in a decade.
The strong showing in the last fiscal
year is due to higher market prices as
well as increased demand for petrochemicals. As an illustration, the price
of methyl methacrylate (MMA) was
US$2340/tonne in the April 2017March 2018 period, about 30% higher
than a year earlier, reflecting steady
global demand and operating problems in the US and Europe.
The higher price benefitted global
market leader Mitsubishi Chemical
Holdings Corp as well as Sumitomo
Chemical.
Japanese chemical companies had
anticipated that overheated market
prices for petrochemicals would
begin to calm in late 2017. However,
they had not reckoned on the actions
48
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of the Chinese government, which
imposed stricter regulations on emissions from chemical plants.
As a result, operating rates were
reduced in China, the supplydemand balance tightened and prices
rose for products including MDI, TDI,
caprolactam and acrylonitrile as well
as MMA.
Producers of these chemicals,
including Asahi Kasei, Sumitomo
Chemical and Ube Industries, saw
operating profits going up by as much
as 20-40%.
Behind the booming petrochemical
business, the high-performance
chemicals which are the strategic
focus for many Japanese chemical
companies have continued to grow
steadily.
Good growth has been reported by
Mitsubishi Chemical Holdings Corp for
its high-performance films, lithium-ion
secondary battery materials, carbon
fibre and engineering plastics; by
Sumitomo Chemical for its pharmaceuticals, battery materials and display
components; by Asahi Kasei for its
engineering plastics and medical
equipment; and by Mitsui Chemicals
for its automotive materials.
However, both global and local
challenges face the Japanese petrochemical industry in the coming year.
Globally, the major issue for
Japan’s producers is competitiveness
against the increasing production of
shale oil-based ethylene and PE in
the US.
Ethane feedstock in the US is
priced at US$3-4/MBTU, a similar
feedstock cost to that of the Middle
East. At the same time, the crude oil
price has risen in recent years and

was reported at around US$70/bbl
level in May 2018, reducing the competitiveness of Japanese products
derived from naphtha compared with
one or two years ago when it was at
around US$40/bbl.
In the US, DowDuPont, Chevron
Phillips Chemical and ExxonMobil
Chemical have completed new ethane crackers and will start producing
large quantities of PE this year. Most
of the product will be exported to
South America, Europe, Africa and
Asia. Japanese petrochemical players
anticipate that the Asian market will
start to feel the impact in late 2018
and early 2019.
The likely scenario is that US-made
PE will be imported into China, displacing material from other Asian
exporting countries which will
instead target alternative markets
such as Japan. The net effect is
expected to be intense competition
and price erosion.
At the same time, China imports
10m tonne/year of PE and some
observers suggest that it will be able
to completely absorb the new supply
of US product in two or three years
given its annual economic growth
rate. The Asian supply-demand balance could then tighten again.

“Japanese chemical
companies reported
record-high net profits
on the back of a
strong petrochemicals
performance”
Another challenge facing Japan’s
producers this year arises from the
concentration of scheduled cracker
maintenance turnarounds. Seven out
of 12 crackers are scheduled to
undergo maintenance in 2018, and
several will shut down their entire
complex.
As a result, effective ethylene production capacity in 2018 is estimated
at 6.47m tonne/year, down 3% year
on year. Regulations in Japan have
been eased, increasing the interval
between maintenance turnarounds
from two to four years, but with the
result that turnarounds take longer
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and production capacity is reduced in
years when turnarounds are taken.
At the same time, Japan’s demand
for petrochemical products is likely to
remain steady in 2018. Domestic car
production has stopped declining. In
food packaging there is a growing
need for smaller-sized repackaging,
boosting demand for film.
Cross-border e-commerce originating overseas, from China in particular, is pushing up demand for
Japanese products.
Meanwhile, the Chinese and Indian
economies are performing well and
demand is strong for chemical products to make consumer products.
Demand for end products is
expanding as well owing to e-commerce websites such as Alibaba,
which make it easy for consumers to
buy items online in smaller cities and
farming villages. China’s new regulations on plastic waste are also expected to boost petrochemical demand.

“The idea has been
mooted that two
naphtha crackers...
should be mothballed
and a 1m tonne/year
plant built”
As a result, the challenge facing
Japan’s producers this year is to
guarantee a secure supply chain
despite reduced production of domestic
ethylene and polyolefins. Japanese
chemical companies are reducing
exports and building stocks ahead of
maintenance turnarounds but strong
demand at home and overseas means
it is possible they may not be able to
cover all commitments.
They are taking action to make up
for the shortage of products such as
ethylene and polyolefins with imported
products. However, it is not easy to
replace Japan-made polyolefins with
imports because they include a high
proportion of high-performance
products developed in partnership
with users. The risk is that longstanding customers could be lost if reliable
supply cannot be guaranteed.
Ageing naphtha crackers also pose
a serious problem. Almost half the
50
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Japan has advanced inspection skills and
sophisticated maintenance techniques to keep
its ageing chemical assets running

naphtha crackers in Japan will be
more than 50 years old by 2022.
Continued operations are not a concern as Japan has advanced inspection skills and sophisticated maintenance techniques, but mounting
repair costs could start to hit the profitability of the industry.
In terms of scale, too, it is a growing
challenge for Japan’s relatively small
crackers to attempt to match the efficiency of increasingly large-scale
facilities overseas.
The idea has been mooted that two
naphtha crackers, each with production capacity of about 500 000 tonne/
year, for example, should be mothballed and a 1m tonne/year plant
built on a scrap-and-build basis.
Domestic chemical players are in
favour of this suggestion. However,
Japanese petrochemical complexes
are operated jointly by different
business groups, so it is not an easy
process to reach agreement on such
an extensive restructuring of an
entire complex.
In addition, petrochemicals are no
longer a priority for capital expenditure
among Japanese companies which
have diversified their operations into
less volatile sectors such as electronics,
pharmaceuticals and healthcare prod-

ucts and agrochemicals.
As a result, it is possible that the
lead on a more extensive restructuring of petrochemical complexes may
be taken by the country’s oil refining
sector which, following a period of
restructuring, is dominated by three
major groups: JXTG Holdings; the
combined Idemitsu Kosan/Showa
Shell group, currently being formed;
and Cosmo Energy Holdings.
These companies operate both oil
refineries and naphtha crackers, and
for them petrochemicals represent a
profitable opportunity as demand for
fuel oil declines due to the growing
popularity of electric vehicles.

“The crude oil price
has risen in recent
years, reducing the
competitiveness of
Japanese products”
In the meantime, Japanese petrochemical players have a strong
competitive position based on their
ability to convert a wide range of
fractions from naphtha crackers
into high value-added derivatives,
as well as plenty of manufacturing
processes, catalytic technologies,
engineering expertise, manpower
and financial power.
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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China's One Belt One Road initiative takes in some 70 countries
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Silk Road Economic Belt
Maritime Silk Road Initiative

China invests to extend
its sphere of influence
China is pressing ahead with a huge overseas trade and infrastructure initiative, under
the banner of ‘One Belt One Road’. Yohei Tada of The Chemical Daily reports.

C

hina’s national ‘One Belt One
Road’ (OBOR) project has been
pushed by Chinese president Xi
Jinping and his administration in an
effort to rebuild the level of connection
between Eastern and Western civilisations once represented by the ancient
Silk Road.
It is a grand design which aims to
connect China to other Asian countries, the Middle East, Africa and
Europe via land and ocean links and to
build a huge sphere of influence for
China along the routes.
While there remain doubts that it can
be realised, and while its potential
implications for the world economy are
uncertain, it is clear that many countries
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and corporations are attracted to the
business opportunities the vast economic zone would offer – estimated by
some at around US$1000bn. The project
is thus steadily gaining credibility.
Xi first announced OBOR in late
2013. One Belt denotes ‘an economic
silk road’ extending overland from
China to Europe via central Asia; while
One Road signifies ‘a 21st-century

“China needs to
ensure steady supplies
of the basic resources
for which it relies
on imports”

maritime silk road’ stretching from the
South China Sea to Europe through
the Indian Ocean. Together they are
thought to extend to some 70 countries
and regions and 4.4bn people in Asia,
Africa and Europe. China is looking at
how to connect this vast area with railways, motorways, power stations, harbours and pipelines for oil and natural
gas, thus integrating local economies.
Part of the original intention behind
OBOR was to counteract the planned
Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) which
would have pulled together 12 economies around the Pacific Ocean including the US and Japan, but did not
involve China. Now, with the growing
influence of anti-globalisation cam-
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paigns in the West and the protectionist
stance adopted by the US under president Trump, OBOR is an opportunity for
China to become the standard bearer
for global free trade instead of the US.
Reservations have been expressed
over China’s intention to expand its
sphere of influence in exchange for
construction of infrastructure. At the
same time, potential growth in trade
has been widely welcomed by countries that will benefit from investment.
When British prime minister Theresa
May made an official visit to China this
January and met China’s premier Li
Keqiang they agreed on expansion of
trade and investment and cooperation
in implementation of the OBOR project.
The European Union (EU) has also
expressed a firm intention to collaborate
with the China-led Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB) through the
European Investment Bank (EIB).
The Japanese government also plans
to support private businesses in three
main sectors: the environment and
energy saving; upgrading of the sophistication of industry in third countries;
and logistics.
China’s National Development and
Reform Commission (NDRC) says more
than 100 countries and international
organisations have expressed their support for the OBOR project and their
intention to participate. China has inked
agreements with 80 countries on some
100 programmes for joint construction
projects. As a result, China’s trade with
countries within the scope of OBOR has
continued to increase steadily, reaching
US$3bn at the end of 2017 while direct
investment by China in countries related to OBOR amounted to US$50bn in
the period 2014-2017.
NDRC adds that Chinese firms have
built 56 economic trade cooperation
zones overseas and helped the countries
concerned raise nearly US$1.1bn in
taxes while creating jobs for 180 000
people. China has also put in place various types of financial cooperation
through AIIB and the Silk Road Fund.

“OBOR is an
opportunity for
China to become the
standard bearer for
global free trade”
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Aside from raising China’s global
influence, the OBOR project has a number of advantages for the Chinese government. Principal among these are
alleviating the problems that have
arisen with a surplus of production facilities and security of energy supply.
China has excess production and
small outdated facilities in many sectors
after a decade or more of overheated
investment. One solution is to move surplus product or relocate production
facilities to countries along the OBOR.
Take oil refining as an example:
China’s crude-oil processing capacity at
domestic oil refineries stands at about
750m tonne/year, with a further 200m
tonne/year planned as new projects or
expansions. However, domestic fuel
demand has not grown to the extent
previously estimated and it is thought
that there will be a surplus of more
than 100m tonne/year.
Currently the surplus of oil products
is exported, but this will become more
difficult as new projects and refinery
expansions move forward in Indonesia,
Vietnam and other Asian countries as
well as in the Middle East. Instead, it is
thought China plans to establish marketing routes along OBOR to manage
the anticipated surplus. The same is
expected to apply to chemicals, building materials and other products where
production exceeds demand in China.
At the same time, China needs to
ensure steady supplies of the basic
resources for which it relies on imports,
including crude oil, natural gas and
grain. It is believed that China is prioritising the maritime One Road rather
than the land-based One Belt to safeguard supply of crude oil.

British prime minister Theresa May and
Chinese premier Li Keqiang agreed on
expansion of trade and investment and
cooperation in implementation of OBOR when
they met in January

Approximately 80% of crude oil
imported into China is transported
through the Strait of Malacca which
runs between the Malay Peninsula and
Sumatra Island and has long been
under the influence of the US. China is
aiming to bypass the Malacca Strait
and the South China Sea in case of
emergency and expand imports of
crude oil through the other routes.
The Chinese oil and chemical industries are also increasing investment
overseas and pursuing cooperations in
line with the OBOR initiative. The China
Petroleum & Chemical Industry
Federation (CPCIF) has set up The
Going Global Confederation of China
Petroleum and Chemical Industry with
a membership of about 70 major petrochemical and engineering companies.
These plan to collaborate in sharing
of information, obtaining funds from
financial institutions and managing
risks. Their target is to promote development and growth in Saudi Arabia, Iran
and other locations along the OBOR.
OBOR has the potential to change
drastically the logistics and supply
chain for crude oil, resources and raw
materials in the medium and long
term. This presents a challenge for
Chinese companies in such sectors
with insufficient experience of managing overseas business operations and
also an opportunity for foreign companies with greater experience of managing overseas business operations.
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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Crackdown disrupts
Chinese production
China’s stricter enforcement of environmental regulations has led many chemical
operations to shut down or relocate, says Yohei Tada of The Chemical Daily

S

mental problems as air and soil pollution has escalated. While the
Chinese government disregarded
international criticism of the state of
the local environment for many
years, it is now been tackling the
issue in earnest.
Its core policy move was the
enforcement in January 2015 of the
Revised Environmental Protection
Law, which stipulates tough penal
regulations and accumulated penalties if illegal discharge of pollutants is
not corrected by a given deadline.
Alongside this measure, the State

Council enacted the Action
Programme for Countermeasures
against Air Pollution, dubbed 10 Air
Articles, in Q4 2013, and the Action
Programme for Countermeasures
against Water Pollution, dubbed 10
Water Articles, in Q2 2015.
In addition to the direct aim of
reducing pollution, there are associated political advantages for China in
pursuing a tighter regulatory framePoor air quality in China has been a big issue:
the government has taken action by relocating
plants or closing down polluters

SIPA ASIA/REX/SHUTTERSTOCK

tricter environmental regulations
in China have had a significant
impact on domestic chemical
producers. Being able to guarantee
reliable and steady supply is seen as a
key to surviving in the Chinese market, but the new regulations have
forced many factories to shorten
operating hours or shut down; disrupted production and trading,
because of broken supply chains; and
severely affected the business performance of some players.
The Chinese public has become
increasingly sensitive to environ-
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work. Following the decision by the
US to quit the Paris Agreement on
climate change, it has enabled China
to assume a leadership role on the
global stage in regard to environmental problems.
The Chinese government also
plans to drive renovation of the manufacturing industry in China by using
environmental regulation to force
closure of obsolete facilities, safeguarding growth in the medium
term.
In 2016, punitive measures were
imposed in approximately 124 000
cases on the back of the tougher regulations, with fines amounting to
Rmb6630m in total. In extreme cases,
criminal charges have been applied
with the cooperation of the judicial
authorities.
Despite the sharp increase in the
number of infringements exposed,
there are many localities where the
regulations have not been enforced
in earnest. The Ministry of Environmental Protection is therefore building up its direct inspection programme and promoting campaigns
aimed at improving awareness
among local governments and private businesses.
As part of these efforts, the government-led survey team started an
inspection programme of chemical
plants in 2017. They visited industrial
complexes in each province and
ordered the suspension of facilities
where operations violated the
Environmental Protection Law or
failed to prevent release of dust.
At the same time, the State
Administration of Work Safety
launched an investigation into safety
management of chemical plants in
response to a series of explosions.
Local governments also started
their own environmental and safety
investigations in response to the
moves by the central government.
As a result, and partly because 2017
was the final year of the Action
Programme for Countermeasures
against Air Pollution, many companies have been forced to reduce or
suspend operations in the last year.
The consequence has been interrupted supply and sharp increases in
prices for a number of products
where China represents a major porPrepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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“The Chinese
government also
plans to drive
renovation of the
manufacturing
industry in China by
using environmental
regulation”
tion of global markets.
An example is hydrofluoric anhydride for use as coolants for air conditioners and in semiconductor processing.
Since February 2017, a succession
of major Chinese producers have
suspended plant operations as a
consequence of environmental
inspections.
Downstream demand for coolants
has continued to increase, and prices
have risen sharply as supply of feedstock fluorite has tightened.
Market prices have been at record
high levels since Q4 last year, more
than double the levels of a year
earlier. A similar situation has been
seen in sectors including materials
for organic rubber chemicals, battery materials and methanol.
Particular attention has been
focused on northern China in recent
months because of a perceived problem there with delays in enforcing
regulation and improving air pollution. The government increased
inspections of local companies in
major cities Beijing, Tianjin and the
provinces of Hebei, Henan, Shandong
and Shanxi from October 2017 to
March 2018.
Suspensions have increased as a
result, and restrictions have been
imposed on emissions of volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) by pharmaceutical producers and production
of coke oven gas-derived methanol.
A related consequence of the stricter enforcement has been a shortage
of natural gas which has also had an
impact on production rates. The government encouraged households to
switch from coal to natural gas for
heating to reduce air pollution in
northern China.
However, measures intended to

increase supply of natural gas were
delayed, leading to a nationwide
shortage and price spike. The government was forced to prioritise rising
numbers of people unable to warm
their houses and redirected supplies
of natural gas from Chongqing and
Sichuan Provinces to the northern
part of the country.
As a result, facilities in the centre
and south of China that use natural
gas as a feedstock were forced to
reduce or suspend operations. BASF,
for example, had to suspend production of diphenylmethane di-isocyanate (MDI) in Chongqing.
Producers of fertiliser, urea, ammonia and methanol in inland areas also
had to shut down. In the southern
part of the country, production of
ammonia and urea was interrupted
in some locations.
Further environmental regulations
are expected to be enacted by the
Chinese authorities this year, including an environmental protection tax
and pollution emission permits.
In the medium or long term it is
anticipated that the chemical industry will be subject to the Chinese
national carbon emission trading
scheme.
Carbon dioxide emission trading
is shifting into top gear in 2018 to
tackle global warming. The new system sets a ceiling on emissions of
carbon dioxide for each company
and industry and obliges those who
cannot achieve the targets to buy an
emission quota from others who
have exceeded them, thereby driving
a reduction of emissions of greenhouse gases.
As a first step, more than 1700
companies in the electric power
industry will be required to comply
with the scheme; their combined
emissions are put at more than 3bn
tonne/year.
The Chinese government has been
trialling the carbon trading system in
Beijing and Hubei Province since 2013
and succeeded in achieving some
reduction in overall emissions.
The power industry has been selected
for the next step because of the large
amount of carbon dioxide emitted during coal-fired power generation.
The authorities will measure each
player’s emissions in 2018 and 2019.
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China’s prioritisation of natural gas for domestic
purposes has left industry short, closing the
BASF MDI plant temporarily, for instance

Emission trading will then be initiated after 2019 once the base of
emissions data has been built.
The new scheme is then scheduled
to be applied to other industries
including chemicals, iron/steel,
construction material, cement, and
aluminium.
The planned environmental production tax has attracted a lot of
attention from private businesses. It
will replace the current financing system set up to lend money to those
who emit pollutants.
Taxes will be reduced in proportion to lower emissions as an incentive for producers to reduce emissions, by 25% if emissions are 30%
lower than the government cap, and
halved if emissions are more than
50% below the cap.
Until now the central government
has taken 10% of taxes collected, but
the new measure allows local governments to receive the whole of the
environmental protection tax. The
Central University of Finance and
Economy estimates the total at
Rmb50bn a year.
Emission permits came into effect
with the implementation of China’s
13th Five-Year Plan, which runs
from 2016-2020. They enable the
56
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integration of environmental assessment, comprehensive controls over
pollutant emissions, collection of
charges for waste disposal and
enforcement of environmental standards.
Applications for permits are made
in the first instance to the environmental departments of cities and
provinces, and are then endorsed by
China’s Ministry of Environmental
Protection.
The Ministry of Environmental
Protection put into force in January
the Pollutants Discharging Permit
Management Guideline, which serves
as a yardstick for the emission permit
system.
It stipulates in concrete terms how
to make an application for a pollutant emission permit, related permits
required, supervision processes and
penalties. It clarifies penal regulations and the legal liability of private
businesses and the authorities.
The Chinese government has
achieved some improvement in air
quality with the 10 Air Articles, which
were enforced from September 2013
to the end of 2017, but air pollution

“Taxes will be reduced
in proportion to
lower emissions as an
incentive for producers”

remains a serious problem.
According to the Ministry of
Environmental Protection, environmental standards have been achieved
in only 29% of 338 prefecture-level
and large cities.
The 13th Five-Year Plan from 2016
to 2020 sets a goal for cities which
have not yet achieved PM2.5 air quality targets to reduce the concentration of PM2.5 particles by 18%
between 2015 and 2020 and prefecture-level and large cities to achieve
clear conditions in 80% of the days in
a year.
To support this goal, the government will start this year a three-year
anti-air pollution campaign called
‘the battle of the blue sky’. It is also
preparing a bill for prevention of air
pollution, targeting in particular JingJin-Ji Metropolitan Region (comprising Beijing, Tianjin and Hebei
Province), as well as the neighbouring areas of the Yangtze River delta,
Shanxi Province and Shaanxi
Province.
The central government has completed a round of nationwide inspections of environmental protection
but it intends to make surprise
inspections in prioritised industrial
sectors.
Provincial government-led inspections are also planned throughout the
country, taking regulatory enforcement efforts on to a new level.
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DIVERSIFICATION
TOPS THE AGENDA
Strathcona County looks to the future
and aims to attract petchem players
to Alberta’s Industrial Heartland
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STRATHCONA COUNTY/
ALBERTA’S INDUSTRIAL HEARTLAND
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PETCHEM FOCUS FOR STRATHCONA COUNTY AND ALBERTA’S INDUSTRIAL HEARTLAND
FORMED IN 1998, Alberta’s
Industrial Heartland Association is
a non-profit organisation consisting
of five municipalities and three associate members. Its mission is to
encourage sustainable development in the region and ensure suitable infrastructure and planning is
in place for prospective tenants.
Strathcona County, situated in
the greater Edmonton area, is one
of the founding members of the
association and at 194km2 spans
a third of AIH’s total 592km2 area.
Mark Plamondon, the association’s executive director, says the
region’s abundant resources,
skilled labour force and the strategic vision of the board are major
contributory factors to the

Heartland’s success and have
helped it cement its position as
prime location for industry.
Growth has been phenomenal
since its inception in the 1950s, attracting over C$30bn of investment.
“AIH is focused on growing and
strengthening the Industrial
Heartland, and Strathcona County is
a critical component of achieving
that,” he says. “Ours is a collaborative approach to economic development, primarily of the petrochemical
and hydrocarbon processing industries to attract global investment.”
Roxanne Carr, mayor of Strathcona
County is confident the area can
compete with other clusters globally.
From the advantaged feedstocks,
low-priced utilities and pre-zoned land

to the specialised workforce and its
leading educational institutions, she
says Strathcona County is perfectly
positioned to be the destination of
choice for the petrochemical sector
moving forward.
“Our goal is to create Canada’s
most liveable community, which
requires high paying jobs and a solid tax base - something we presently enjoy primarily because of the
strength of our hydrocarbon processing and petrochemical sectors,” adds Carr. “We continue to
realize this vision by attracting organizations that rely on our existing
petrochemical supply chain and
have high potential for growth.
“The global market has become
more competitive in our current envi-

ronment, which increases the need
for us to be more active - which we do
by diversifying within our areas of
strength, such as adding manufacturers further down the supply chain.”
Plamondon agrees: “With the
commodity price cycle for oil and gas,
Alberta has historically been a boom
or bust region, so we recognise the
need to diversify into petrochemicals.
“It’s a natural move as it’s counter cyclical to the oil and gas industry; petrochemicals are competitively
advantaged when you have a lowpriced feedstock so it’s a real advantage to this area to move
downstream. We’re excited about
growing and strengthening our association, and about continuing to
develop the Industrial Heartland.” ■

Best kept secret

A wave of optimism is sweeping through the prairies of Alberta in western Canada,
as Strathcona County looks to establish itself as a major petrochemicals hub in
Alberta’s Industrial Heartland
ANDY BRICE ICIS

Strathcona County is intent
on attracting the world’s
biggest and best producers

S

GERALD GABINET
Director, Economic Development and
Tourism, Strathcona County

“As we look to the future
and the opportunities in a
low-price oil environment,
we’ve got to move down
the value chain”

Shell

trathcona County, located in Alberta’s Industrial Heartland and adjacent
to Edmonton, is well known for its upstream oil and gas industry, and boasts
an array of world-scale production facilities.
Located in the heart of Canada’s fourth largest province, the burgeoning municipality has
flourished these past few decades, drawing
billions of dollars of investment.
Recent years may have left industry facing
an increasingly competitive economic climate
but Strathcona County has continued to
thrive thanks to its unique location and access
to vast natural resources.
Estimates suggest Alberta deposits contain

some 3,400 trillion cubic feet of shale gas, 58bn
bbl of natural gas liquids and 423bn bbl of oil.
Over 40 global companies have established
themselves in the area, eager to capitalise on the
low-cost feedstocks, established infrastructure
and its highly-skilled labour pool. It is the country’s largest hydrocarbon processing region and
home to 75% of the refining in Western Canada.
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Yet a bold new direction is needed to ensure future success, says Gerald Gabinet, director, Economic Development and Tourism
for Strathcona County. Diversification is key.
“We’ve had a commitment to heavy industry
for the last 25 years. Strathcona County was
originally founded as a supply hub for our local
refineries but as we go forward, we’re looking to
www.icis.com
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SEAN MCRITCHIE
Manager industrial development,
Economic Development and
Tourism, Strathcona County

“As far as chemicals
go, we’re uniquely
positioned in the
value chain”
have value added goods here,” he says.
The world’s leading producers are starting
to realise that Alberta is not just a great place
to mine the resources but it is a great place to
process them too, notes Gabinet.
“As we look to the future and the opportunities in a low-price oil environment, we’ve
got to move down the value chain and look at
the petrochemical business.
“Right now we’re pretty firmly entrenched
midstream and we’re hoping that with our
foreign direct investment and diversification
strategy, we’re going to be well positioned to
take advantage of any investment from companies looking to invest in Alberta.”

LAND OF OPPORTUNITY
“People are starting to become more aware of
what Strathcona County has to offer,” adds
Sean McRitchie, manager industrial development, Economic Development and Tourism.
“Our message is getting out there loud and
clear: Alberta, Alberta’s Industrial Heartland,
and specifically Strathcona County, is a very
attractive market for chemicals.”
Yet until recently, the capital costs of building a greenfield facility had been prohibitive
and, compared to other regions like the US
Gulf Coast, it did not make economic sense.
“The tide has turned within the last 3-5
years and while that capital penalty still exists,
the feedstock prices, volumes and availability
we have here really help to offset that expense,” says McRitchie. “We’ve built enough
benefits in the area to neutralise the capex and
make it attractive for companies. This is a
strong investment opportunity. We now have
the infrastructure and the critical mass of industry both upstream and midstream. As far as
chemicals go, we’re uniquely positioned.”
Competitive tax rates, no business licence
fees and the availability of pre-zoned and serviced heavy industrial land ensure the barriers to entry are low and offer a compelling argument to move to the region.
The provincial government has also lent support through its Petrochemical Diversification
Program. The initiative, launched in November
2016, aims to encourage companies to invest in
new petrochemical facilities and provides up to
C$500m in royalty credits. These credits can be
traded with oil and gas producers to offset roySOURCE: xxxxxxxx
alty payments when they extract hydrocarbons.
Calgary-based Inter Pipeline was among the
www.icis.com
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first recipients of the scheme, receiving C$200m
for its proposed C$1.85bn propane dehydrogenation (PDH) facility. Strathcona County currently boasts the lowest price for propane in
North America and the plant – the first of its
kind in Canada – will make use of the huge surplus of the gas and convert it into high value
propylene. Some 22,000bbl/day of propane will
be processed and converted into the olefin,
which will in turn be used as a feedstock for its
neighbouring polypropylene (PP) plant.
The hope is this landmark project could
well be the catalyst for similar downstream
projects in the coming years, says McRitchie.
“If you’re looking for security and a sound
place to invest, you’re certainly going to get that
in Alberta. The resources, in addition to our judicial, legal and regulatory environment are all
very stable and second to none,” he says.
Strathcona County also benefits from being
a very pro-business community.

way,” notes McRitchie. “The people of Strathcona County and Alberta understand that their
quality of life is very closely linked to the energy industry. It employs a good proportion of
the labour force and everyone is touched by it
in some way. Alberta is wholly known as Canada’s largest hydrocarbon processing region.”
Having several world-class education and
training institutions on its doorstep also helps
drive the sector and facilitate growth, ensuring a
continuous flow of top young talent, he adds.
The University of Alberta’s Faculty of Engineering is ranked among the best on the continent and within the Top 100 institutions globally. The nearby MacEwan University also
provides a Bachelor of Science in Engineering
degree, while the pool of talent is further
boosted by the Northern Alberta Institute of
Technology polytechnic and its strong emphasis on the energy sector. Many of its students are enrolled on programmes vital for the
industry such as instrumentation, power enCOMMUNICATION IS KEY
gineering, and fluid mechanics, for example.
Liaising with the public and keeping everyone
“Over the last several decades, our educationStrathcona
County
has the
infrastructure,
abreast
of upcoming
developments
ensures
al institutionsthe
havefeedstocks
worked collaboratively with
and
to major
markets
there
are access
fewer hurdles
to overcome
when worldwide
it the energy industry to develop a highly skilled
comes to planning applications and new pro- and well-trained workforce. Within a 45 minute
jects. Raising awareness about the importance of drive in any direction you probably have 30,000
the industry with the locals and the innumera- skilled labourers at your disposal.” adds
ble benefits to their standard of living ensures a McRitchie. “Our hope is that all these planned
projects will develop in phases that will allow
positive and productive environment, he says.
“Social licence exists here in a significant our skilled labour to remain in the region. ■
ALBERTA’S INDUSTRIAL HEARTLAND HAS THE INFRASTRUCTURE, FEEDSTOCKS AND
ACCESS TO WORLDWIDE MARKETS TO PUT ITSELF ON THE PETROCHEMICALS MAP
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Pipeline full
of potential
Infrastructure is the lifeblood of a successful chemical
cluster – and Strathcona County is confident it stands
apart from the rest after years of investment

T

he International Energy Agency predicted a 30% rise in global energy demand through 2040 in its last World
Energy Outlook report – suggesting a
bright future for Alberta with its abundant natural resources and thriving oil and gas industry.
Yet advantaged feedstocks count for nothing if the infrastructure and associated services are lacking. Fortunately, Strathcona County believes it delivers an “unparalleled
proposition” as it looks to attract more leading
players to the region and diversify further
downstream into petrochemicals.
IAN ANDERSON
President, Kinder Morgan Canada

“Strathcona County really
is at the heart of
midstream oil and gas
services and is where a
lot of our expansion
activity has been”
Besides its proximity to the vast oil sands
and shale gas reserves that proliferate the west
coast of Canada, the infrastructure in Strathcona County is certainly a contributory factor
to the region’s success, insists Sean McRitchie, manager industrial development, Economic Development and Tourism.
“Over the last 30-40 years we’ve had several world-class assets come onstream in the
area,” says McRitchie. “We’ve focused a lot of
our energy and resources on developing our
infrastructure to ensure that when investment
does take place we have all the tools we need
to help that project be successful.
“It’s all right here; we have everything you
need to be shovel ready. We pride ourselves on
our ability to quickly respond to foreign direct
investment. I don’t know many other places that
have the supports in place to develop a world-

class facility in a short period of time.”
The result of the years of investment and
careful planning through close collaboration
with local government is a comprehensive
network of road, rail, pipelines and utilities
that have been designed to maximise efficiency, increase productivity and ensure new
landowners can quickly start up their operations with minimal disruption or delay.
“We have the ability to provide everything –
it’s all already here,” adds McRitchie. “The
zoning is in place, the land is available, and so
is the infrastructure. We have a road network
that’s ready for heavy loads, several rail companies, industrial process water, pipelines and
storage – whether salt caverns or above ground
merchant tanks. We’re set up and ready to go.”
A 400,000km network of energy-related
pipelines provides access to some of the lowest
cost resources in North America. The Alberta
Hub transports some 17bn cubic feet/day of
natural gas to domestic and US markets. Natural gas in Western Canada is typically 30%
lower than the US Henry Hub reference price.
Further expansion is underway with several new pipelines at various stages of construction. These include projects such as
TransCanada’s Keystone XL, Enbridge Pipeline’s Norlite Pipeline and Kinder Morgan’s
Trans Mountain Expansion Project (TMEP).
The latter, costing C$7.4bn, increases the

capacity of North America’s only pipeline
with access to the West Coast and is due for
completion in 2019. It runs parallel to the existing 1,150km of Trans Mountain Pipeline
and will increase throughput from 300,000 to
890,000bbl of oil each day.

GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES
“Strathcona County really is at the heart of midstream oil and gas services and is where a lot of
our expansion activity has been over the last
few years,” says Ian Anderson, president of
Kinder Morgan Canada Limited. “There was
strong market demand from customers for the
Trans Mountain Expansion Project and there are
real growth opportunities in the area. We are
looking to capitalise on that.”
The company has embarked on a series of
high profile projects in the county in recent
years, he says, including its new Base Line Terminal – a joint venture with Keyera Partnership – that is soon due onstream. The crude oil
storage terminal will initially have 12 tanks
and a total capacity of 763,000 cubic metres –

Kinder Morgan’s pipeline bridge crossing provided a safe and cost effective solution
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Strathcona County is home to many world
class assets and continues to thrive

Kinder Morgan
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equivalent to 4.8MMbbl – with the potential to
expand further in the future.
Quite unique to the area is the inclusion of
a pipeline bridge crossing, which spans the
main roadway into Sherwood Park and connects the new facility to Kinder Morgan’s
North 40 Terminal and the Edmonton Terminals. Its customized design conceals the pipework and makes the structure look like a conventional bridge. This, says Anderson, is not
only an aesthetically pleasing solution but
one that is safe and cost effective.
Another first for Strathcona County lies directly west of the Base Line terminal and is also a
joint venture, this time with Imperial Oil. The
Edmonton South Rail Terminal is a crude oil
loading facility capable of loading up to four
trains or 210,000 bbls each day. What makes this
project stand out, however, is the loop formation
of the 21km of track, allowing 38 rail cars to be
loaded at any one time, says Anderson.
STEVEN PIEPGRASS
Senior vice president and general
manager, ATCO Energy Solutions

“Strathcona County
competes very well
globally with its large
number of energy and
chemical facilities”
Some 7,900km of railway runs throughout
the province – served by the country’s two
main operators: Canadian National and Canadian Pacific. This is supported by highways
suited to heavy industrial loads that connect
the region to all major markets across North
America. Alberta is served by over 20,000
trucking firms that transport 60% of all nonpipeline freight.
www.icis.com
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Strathcona County is also linked to major
ports including Vancouver and Prince Rupert
– the latter providing shorter sailing times to
Asia than any other port in North America.
Even the geological formations are conducive to underground storage, the impermeable
salt caverns offering a unique inventory management solution and another competitive
advantage for prospective tenants.
Salt zones are not uncommon in other parts
of the world but a sizeable pocket runs across
central Alberta and into Fort Saskatchewan,
says Steven Piepgrass, senior vice president
and general manager, ATCO Storage & Liquids. These giant caverns can be carved and
repurposed to store ethylene, butane, propane,
condensate, oil or waste – each typically holding around 100,000 cubic metres, he says.
“We can expand and build about 40 different caverns in the area, carving out a space in
the salt to store almost anything for our customers. We can provide them with their own
cavern for a specific commodity or we can
build a number of common spaces and share
those facilities among several customers.
“Our underground natural gas storage allows us to provide a buffer for the region in the
peak winter season as well as for any potential
upstream curtailments of natural gas,” he adds.
ATCO is mining another two caverns and aims
to bring these into service in early 2018.
The company provides multiple services to
Strathcona County, supplying natural gas,
electricity, power generation, industrial
water, natural gas storage, and more recently
natural gas liquid storage, says Piepgrass.
“Strathcona County competes very well
globally with its large number of energy and
chemical facilities,” he says, “and over the
last 4-5 years, we’ve spent close to C$70m on
upgrading our water intake facility, pipelines,
pump stations, storage tanks and sedimenta-

tion ponds – which provide a variety of services to industrial water customers.”
The county’s bid to diversify and become a
key petrochemicals hub is taking shape too.
Construction is currently underway on Inter
Pipeline’s Heartland Petrochemical Complex,
which consists of a propane dehydrogenation
(PDH) and polypropylene (PP) facility.
The complex, located in Strathcona County,
will cost approximately $4.1bn and should be
operational in late 2021. The PDH plant will
convert low-cost, locally sourced propane into
525,000 tonnes/year of polymer-grade propylene, a key petrochemical building block used
to produce plastics, fibres and chemicals.
“We’ve recently seen a structural change in
North America with the development of shale
gas. The availability of propane and natural gas
liquids has meant there are a lot of opportunities to process them. Inter Pipeline recognised
this and that was the genesis of the project,”
notes David Chappell, VP Petrochemical
Development, Inter Pipeline.
“Good clusters are all about the utilities.
When you build a plant you need access to
water, power, rail, heavy haul roads – and the
Alberta Industrial Heartland has it all. There
are also a lot of experienced operators that
live in the area and that’s important too.”
DAVID CHAPPELL
VP Petrochemical Development,
Inter Pipeline

“Good clusters are all
about the utilities. When
you build a plant you need
access to water, power,
rail, heavy haul roads”
In addition to the PDH facility, the company
is also constructing an adjacent processing plant
to convert the propylene into the versatile thermoplastic PP. Once complete, it will generate
around 1.1-1.2bn lb/year of PP pellets, he says.
The plans for a PDH facility were first
developed by Williams Energy Canada, with
the additional PP facility proposed after Inter
Pipeline acquired the business in September
2016. Chappell is in no doubt that the project
has the potential to help transform the region.
“Canada doesn’t currently produce any
polypropylene. We ship our propane to the
US Gulf Coast, where it is turned into propylene and then polypropylene before they sell it
back to us at four times the value. This is
something we want to change.
“When plastic pellets start being produced
in Alberta then some companies will also
think about making their plastic products
here too. You get a lot of spin off industries
when you start producing plastics, and that’s
going to be great for the area.” ■
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Region readied
for development

The Canadian province of Alberta continues to attract leading players from around the
globe and is enjoying billions of dollars of investment
ANDY BRICE ICIS

S

trathcona County is a hive of activity – with plans underway for a
number of landmark projects.
The council, with support from the
Alberta Industrial Heartland Association, is
committed to encouraging growth, innovation
and development. Countless facilities have
recently been completed or are underway in
the area.
Among the most notable investments include Keyera’s Envirofuels complex - the largest iso-octane plant in the world.
The site produces enough iso-octane to
fuel around 45,000 vehicles per day. The low
emission, high octane gasoline blending
component is derived from butane, and then
sold to refineries across North America for
blending into their premium gasolines.
Air Products also commissioned its new
C$300m world scale hydrogen production
plant late last year, the facility supplying
Shell Canada’s Scotford facility with hydrogen and steam. It produces over 150m standard cubic feet/day of hydrogen.
In May 2016, Pembina Pipeline Corporation started construction of the Canadian
Diluent Hub (CDH) – a large-scale condensate and diluent terminal at its Heartland
Terminal site.
The project includes 500,000 bbls of above
ground storage, pipeline connections and associated pumping and metering facilities.
Construction commenced in May 2016.
At the end of June, Pembina had brought
the condensate connections at the CDH into
service on schedule and under budget.
It expects the additional third-party connections, and the above ground storage, to be
operating by the end of the year.
Whether involved in pipelines, processing or plastics, major companies from
across the globe are clearly realising that the
region’s abundant feedstocks and worldclass infrastructure offer an unparalleled
opportunity. Strathcona County is confident that its unique position will help it become the destination of choice. ■

CONVERSION

SUNCOR FUNDS OILS SANDS PROCESSING
OF SUNCOR’S three refineries
in Canada, its facility in
Strathcona County is the largest. Spread over 140 hectares
and in operation since 1951,
today it processes around
142,000bbl/day of crude oil
into gasoline, diesel and jet fuel.
The Edmonton Refinery supplies four provinces and two
territories – around 60% of the
country– via pipeline, rail and
road, says John Prusakowski,
Suncor’s former vice president
of the Edmonton Refinery.
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Almost a decade ago,
Suncor completed a major
refurbishment programme to
reconfigure the refinery and
improve its environmental
performance, he says.
The C$4bn conversion project ran from 2002-2008 and
saw the installation of new
hardware that would allow the
facility to run entirely on locallysourced oil sands-based feedstock. It had previously only
been capable of processing
around 40%.

The project was part of the
company’s long-term strategy,
having recognised the importance of the area and its
growth potential.
“Strathcona County is a
very attractive location for us,”
says Prusakowski.
“There’s a hub of crude
pipelines, a large distribution
network of rail and roadways,
all the infrastructure you need
and a large local workforce.
Everything’s been built with
industry in mind.” ■
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UNDERGROUND STORAGE

SHELL ON A QUEST FOR CARBON CAPTURE
received C$865m in funding
from the federal and provincial
governments.
“We’ve also always found
there’s been open dialogue
between the municipality and
industry, whether that’s talking about opportunities or
challenges,” he says.
“Working together as partners and understanding each
other has always been very
important.”
Strathcona County has
been home to the company for
over 30 years, its Scotford refinery and styrene plant starting up in 1984.
“At that time the area
wasn’t as developed as it is
now but there already were
the beginnings of an industrial
cluster with lots of potential
synergies from an industry
standpoint. It had the feedstocks, great access to markets and a large labour
market of over 1m people in
the Edmonton area.
Strathcona County has
changed a lot since but has
become an even more attractive hub.” ■

Imperial Oil

reliability since it started operating, garnering recognition
from around the world.
“Quest is a quite unique
project with a global significance,” says Velthuizen.
“There are a number of similar
projects around the world but
the global CCS Institute last
year confirmed that Quest had
captured and stored more CO2
in one year than any other facility to date. That’s the best performance by a CCS ever.
“There’s lots more potential too,” he adds. “We’d love
to see this technology and
grow a hub created in the
Industrial Heartland region
where facilities are capturing
CO2 and pooling it into shared
pipelines and storage wells.
We want to be a world leader
in this sustainable way of creating industrial products, capturing the CO2 and reducing
that footprint while still making the products that consumers demand.”
Quest was completed in
2015 and cost C$1.4bn, including pre-engineering and 10
years of operating costs. It

EFFICIENCY

IMPERIAL OIL EYES
CO-GENERATION
ENERGY EXPANSION

Shell

SHELL’S QUEST Carbon
Capture and Storage (CCS)
project is the first of its kind for
an oil sands operation and
uses proprietary amine technology to capture, transport
and store carbon dioxide.
More than 1m tonnes/year
of CO2 - equivalent to the
emissions from about
250,000 cars – is captured
from Shell’s Scotford Upgrader
in Strathcona County before
being compressed and injected 2km underground for permanent storage.
According to the
International Energy Agency,
CCS is the only current technology capable of mitigating
greenhouse gas emissions
from large-scale fossil fuel usage. It is estimated that addressing climate without using
this method would be 40%
more expensive.
Quest has set the benchmark, says Stephen
Velthuizen, external relations
manager at Shell Scotford. Not
only did it come in under budget and ahead of schedule, he
adds, but it has achieved 99%

www.icis.com
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IMPERIAL OIL built Alberta’s first refinery on the
banks of the North Saskatchewan River in
1948, replacing it three decades later with a
modern facility that today produces a range of
petroleum products including gasoline, jet fuels,
diesel, butane, propane, heavy fuel oil, lubricating oils, petroleum waxes, and asphalts.
Its 191,000bbl/day capacity makes it is
one of the largest refining facilities in the
country and the only producer of lubricant
base oil and waxes in Western Canada.
Continued investments in refinery infrastructure over the past three decades has
yielded even more efficient production methods. Strathcona Refinery manager Dave
Oldreive says the complex is strategically positioned with cost-advantaged feedstocks,
and is a competitive asset with best-in-class
refinery performance in reliability, capacity
utilisation and energy efficiency.
Plans are underway to further enhance its
efficiency by building a state-of-the-art cogeneration unit onsite, consisting of a gas
turbine and heat recovery steam generator.
Waste heat from the gas turbine is transferred to the heat recovery steam generator,
producing steam for the refining process,
says Oldreive. When complete it will produce
around 41MW/year – providing 75-80% of
the refinery’s power needs and significantly
reducing the energy required from the
Alberta grid.
The project is awaiting regulatory approvals but is expected to start up in 2020. ■
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Right place,
right time
Alberta’s Industrial Heartland is bristling with opportunity
– and now is the perfect time to invest, says Gerry Goobie
of consultancy Gas Processing Management Inc.
ANDY BRICE ICIS

W

GERRY GOOBIE
Principal, GPMI

“In Western Canada,
and Alberta in
particular, there’s a
significant feedstock
advantage”
on, it helps to avoid the interminable delays
and evaluations, environmental considerations and the endless regulatory issues. Provided you commit to meeting those standards,
you can get approval within weeks. That’s particularly important because from an investment perspective, time is money.”
Development boundaries of 1.5-3.0km
around residential areas provide reassurance
for companies and the community. Knowing
exactly how much producers can expand
and grow, avoids disputes and uncertainty
All these measures remove some of the risk.
The petrochemicals diversification program launched by the provincial government has also proved hugely successful with
companies sharing a fund amounting to
C$500m dollars in royalty credits to incentivise their move to the area.
“The government realised that so much propane was being produced that it was flooding
the market. The weather was warm so demand
wasn’t there, and the US was producing its
own propane so it couldn’t be shipped there
either. In Canada, the wholesale price of propane in July 2015 actually went negative; producers just couldn’t get rid of it.”
Essentially, he says, the government decided it needed to stimulate its consumption and
looked to royalty credits to encourage companies to invest in the area and a move downstream. It was a win-win scenario, says Goobie,
diversification helping to boost employment,
economic activity, income taxes and levies.
The result, he says, were plans to build two
new propane dehydrogenation and polypropylene manufacturing facilities, one by Inter
Pipeline in Strathcona County
and one by Canada Kuwait
Petrochemical Corporation in
nearby Sturgeon County. ■

Credit

ith some C$12bn of major projects planned, under construction or recently completed, the
vast industrial cluster of Strathcona County’s portion of Alberta’s Industrial
Heartland is primed to become the destination of choice for the petrochemical sector.
While the US – and specifically the Gulf
Coast – has continued to increase its production of oil and gas, investing heavily in terms of
petrochemical production, Canada has been
left in its wake, says Gerry Goobie, principal at
consultancy Gas Processing Management Inc.
“We’ve seen several hundred billion dollars
of capital investment there and the government has been aggressive in terms of incentives to encourage companies,” he notes. “The
US has really pursued value added manufacturing – taking raw hydrocarbons and turning
them into more valuable products such as petrochemicals, fertilisers, LNG or gas to liquids.
In Canada, we’ve fallen somewhat behind.
“Western Canada is a significant energy
producing region with lots of infrastructure
in place. The issue is how you put policies
and programmes in place to ensure we maximise the benefits and get value added.”
Canada wants to mirror what the US is
doing, he says, and the Alberta Industrial
Heartland area has realised that it is ideally placed to compete and itself be-

come one of the top petrochemical locations.
“In Western Canada, and Alberta in particular, there’s a significant feedstock advantage –
and typically, industry locates in the areas
where the feedstock is cheap,” says Goobie.
“There are enormous resources in terms of
hydrocarbons – natural gas, light oils, heavy
oils and bitumen . And that’s very important –
one of the dangers if you’re planning a big investment is that it runs out; you need security
of supply. In terms of heavy oil and bitumen,
the region is the biggest in North America, and
although we may not be the biggest for natural
gas and the lighter end of the spectrum, it’s certainly one of the most cost effective,” he notes.
The local council is making the area more
attractive by developing the local infrastructure and focusing on tax rates, permitting
and land use. Pre-planning and zoning land
is a key selling point as it provides certainty
and instils confidence, he says.
“By setting out the requirements for
industrial facilities in terms of land,
emissions, safety, noise levels and so
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Alberta’s Industrial Heartland boasts cheap feedstocks, skilled labour, a motivated government and a stable political environment
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Innovation begins here.
here
For nearly a century, ExxonMobil Chemical has
been committed to being one of the world’s leading
petrochemical companies. And we owe it all to the
spirit of innovation, which continues to fuel our
pioneering technology and solutions.
ExxonMobil Chemical is proud to sponsor the annual
2018 ICIS Innovation Award for Best Innovation by
a Small or Medium-sized Enterprise. We congratulate
all the nominees for their inventive work!
exxonmobilchemical.com

© 2018 ExxonMobil. All trademarks used herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of Exxon Mobil Corporation or one of its subsidiaries.
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INVESTMENT

Malaysia signs Aramco
up for mega-projects

GETTY IMAGES

Malaysia is pressing ahead with plans to expand refining and petrochemical capacity, in
partnership with Saudi Arabian oil major Saudi Aramco, says Luqman Suratman of ICIS

Saudi Arabia’s King Salman and former Malaysian prime minister Najib Razak at the signing of the collaboration between Saudi Aramco and Petronas

S

audi Aramco’s recent investment
in Petronas’ mega-integrated
complex perfectly sums up the
ambitious downstream expansion
plan that the Malaysian government
has embarked on as part of its overall
Economic Transformation
Programme (ETP).
National oil and gas company
Petronas announced on 28 March this
year that it has formed two ventures
with Saudi Arabia’s energy giant Saudi
Aramco for the Refinery and
Petrochemical Integrated
Development (RAPID) project.
58
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RAPID is part of the US$27bn
Pengerang Integrated Complex (PIC)
in Malaysia’s southern state of Johor.
PIC is one of the largest oil and gas
industrial developments in Southeast

“The Malaysian
government has set
up a third industrial
master plan for
the petrochemicals
industry”

Asia, as well as Petronas’ largest downstream investment to date. It sits on a
large site about 400km south of the
capital city of Kuala Lumpur. PIC also
forms part of Johor state’s ambitious
22 000 acre Pengerang Integrated
Petroleum Complex (PIPC).
RAPID was first announced by
Malaysia’s then-prime minister Najib
Tun Abdul Razak on 13 May 2011.
Currently 87% completed, the PIC project is on track for refinery startup in the
first quarter of 2019, Petronas said in
its latest Activity Outlook 2018-2020
report.
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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INVESTMENT
Saudi Aramco had earlier, in
February 2017, signed a deal with
Petronas for a 50% stake in the RAPID
project, which has a nameplate capacity of 3.3m tonne/year.
Separately, Petronas subsidiary
Petronas Chemicals Group (PCG)
announced that it has completed the
sale of a 50% stake in PRPC Polymers
to a subsidiary of Saudi Aramco:
Aramco Overseas Holding Cooperatif
(AOHC). The deal was first announced
in October last year.
The joint ventures allow the parties
equal ownership and participation in
the operations of the refinery, cracker
and selected petrochemical facilities in
RAPID. Through this collaboration,
Saudi Aramco will supply 50% of the
refinery’s crude feedstock requirements, with the option of increasing to
70%. Natural gas, power and other
utilities will be supplied by Petronas
and its affiliates.
The refinery, a sour crude, full conversion facility with a processing
capacity of 300 000 bbl/day, is also

Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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capable of processing different blends
of crudes with a wide range of light to
heavy, sweet and sour oils. It will
serve as the primary feedstock supplier to the petrochemical complex as
well as produce petroleum products
such as low sulphur jet fuel, motor
gasoline and diesel. Propane, LPG

and naphtha products coming from
the refinery will be used as feedstock
to the steam cracker.
The steam cracker complex consists
of pyrolysis cracking and recovery
facilities. It will have a combined production capacity of more than 3m
tonne/year of ethylene, propylene, C4

page 61 

Lotte Chemical Titan expands in Johor
■ Besides Petronas, Malaysia-listed producer Lotte Chemical Titan has also made some
recent capacity expansions in Johor. The company said in December that the catalytic
cracking reactor within its US$276m expansion project, dubbed TE3, began commercial
operations.
The catalytic cracking reactor, based on KBR’s catalytic olefins technology, is
connected to an existing naphtha cracker facility. The TE3 project increases the ethylene
capacity at the site by 92 000 tonne/year, propylene capacity by 170 000 tonne/year and
benzene-toluene-xylene (BTX) capacity by 134 000 tonne/year.
The company is also set to expand its polypropylene (PP) production capacity via a
new plant in Pasir Gudang, Johor, by 200 000 tonne/year in 2018.
In its 2017 annual report released on 23 March, Lotte Chemical Titan said that the PP
project, called PP3, is 67.6% complete and is on schedule for commercial operations by
the second half of this year.
Lotte Chemical Titan has 10 production facilities located on two integrated industrial
sites in Pasir Gudang and Tanjung Langsat in Johor.

59
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“PIC will be the...
fourth largest
[refinery complex] in
Southeast Asia”
PIC will not only meet domestic
demand for petroleum products and
the Malaysian government’s future
legislative requirements for implementation of Euro 5 specifications for gasoline and diesel, but is also expected to
capitalise on the growing need for
petrochemical products in Asia in the
next couple of decades, Petronas said.
PIC will occupy an area of 6242
acres, signifying the development as
the largest integrated greenfield devel-

BASF Petronas
makes progress
■ BASF Petronas Chemicals has reported
progress in its second wave of investments
in the country, including the RM1.5bn
integrated aroma ingredients complex and
production facilities for highly reactive
polyisobutene (HR-PIB).
German chemicals major BASF holds a
60% stake in BASF Petronas Chemicals,
while PCG owns the remaining 40%.
Sven Crone, managing director of BASF
Petronas Chemicals, said that the 50 000
tonne/year HR-PIB plant was started up in
January this year. ‘On-spec product has
been successfully manufactured and
dispatched to our customers. Plant
utilisation will be continuously increased,
following the completion of customer
qualifications,’ Crone told ICIS.
Crone said that the startup of the
company’s integrated aroma ingredients
complex in Kuantan, Malaysia, was initiated

Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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opment in a single location, it added.
PIC aims to become a regional downstream oil and gas hub by leveraging
on its strategic location with accessible
major shipping routes, land availability
and natural deepwater harbour,
according to the company.
Upon completion, PIC will be the
only integrated refinery and steam
cracker plant in Malaysia and is
expected to be ranked the fourth largest in Southeast Asia, with the capacity
to provide reliable supply of feedstock,
Petronas added.
According to Akbar Md Thayoob,
president of the Malaysian
Petrochemicals Association (MPA), the
mega-Pengerang project is intended to
position Malaysia as a major energy
and commodity petrochemical producer over the next two decades.
‘Project RAPID is expected to deliver
a cumulative Gross National Income
(GNI) of about RM18.3bn by 2020, contributing significantly to the Oil, Gas
and Energy National Economic Area,’
he told ICIS.
‘It will spur the growth of Malaysia’s
oil and gas downstream sector, pushing Malaysia towards a new frontier of
technology and economic development,’ Thayoob added.
With the aim of driving up capital
in 2017 and is being conducted in a stepwise approach.
The manufactured chemicals from the
complex will be used mainly in home and
personal care products and fine fragrances,
as well as in the food and pharmaceutical
industries.
‘Over the last couple of months, we have
achieved key milestones: Citral and its
precursors have been started up
successfully, first volumes of Citronellol
have been produced and shipped to
customers,’ he said.
BASF Petronas Chemical’s focus is
currently on completing the starting up
and ramping up of production of the new
plants from its second phase of investment
in Gebeng, Kuantan.
‘BASF and Petronas are long-term
strategic partners and both parties are
constantly in dialogue about strengthening
and expanding the partnership. As part of
this we continuously explore further
expansions or extensions of our existing

spending in the country’s petrochemical sector, the Malaysian government
has set up a third industrial master
plan for the petrochemicals industry,
he noted. The plan focuses on developing integrated petrochemicals zones
which offer centralised utilities, efficient storage services and a comprehensive transportation network that
helps reduce capital and operational
costs, according to Thayoob.
The development of these zones,
with clusters of petrochemicals plants,
has resulted in a value chain that
ensures the progressive development
of downstream petrochemical activities, he added. Petronas Chemical
Group’s overall production capacity of
petrochemicals currently stands at
12.7m tonne/year, with production
sites in Kertih in Terengganu, Gebeng
in Pahang as well as Bintulu and
Sipiting in Sabah. This includes 4.9m
tonne/year of olefins and derivatives
from 11 plants and 7.8m tonne/year of
fertiliser and methanol from six plants.
Sazali Hamzah, CEO of PCG, said
earlier in January that the listed company plans to invest about RM6bn-7bn
in new plants to produce derivatives
and speciality chemicals over 15 years
from 2020. The investments are still in
preliminary discussions, he added.
value chains as well as tapping into new
chemistries. As a Verbund Site, Gebeng is
well suited for further investment
opportunities,’ he said.

BASF Petronas Chemicals

and C6 olefin products. These will be
further upgraded to produce highly differentiated and specialised polymers,
glycols and other chemical products.
Petronas and Saudi Aramco will share
the rights to offtake the production of
the joint ventures on an equal basis.
With its latest investment in Malaysia,
Saudi Aramco takes its global refining
capacity to 8m-10m bbl/day from over
5m bbl/day currently, and grows its
chemicals production capacity to 34m
tonne/year from 12m tonne/year.

Sven Crone, managing director
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Southeast Asian players
push projects forward
Thailand and Indonesia are pressing ahead with a series of
new petrochemical investments as the market gathers
strength, says Yasuhiro Watanabe of The Chemical Daily

P

group but has taken the leadership in
diversification of production of olefin
derivatives, supplying vinyl chloridechain products, urethane-chain products, synthetic rubber, methyl methacrylate (MMA), styrene-chain products
and synthetic fibre feedstock in addition
to polyolefins. It has commercialised a
lot of derivatives in joint ventures with

“The likely focus
[for SCG] will be on
C5-chain products...
dubbed ‘the missing
piece’ ”

Thailand’s SCG Chemicals has invested
heavily in downstream petrochemicals with
overseas partners in recent years

SCG Chemicals

etrochemical investment is accelerating in much of Southeast Asia
as projects planned before the
market improved are now being
pushed ahead with greater urgency.
In Thailand the emphasis is on
downstream derivatives to keep pace
with upstream expansions which have
made the country the leading ethylene
producer in Southeast Asia. In
Indonesia, olefins capacity continues
to lag growth in domestic demand.
Thailand’s ethylene capacity is more
than 4.5m tonne/year. The petrochemicals sector is dominated by PTT Group
and SCG Chemicals.
SCG has been knocked off the top
spot in terms of olefin capacity by PTT

Japanese and other foreign companies.
SCG Chemicals operates two naphtha crackers in partnership with
DowDuPont of the US. Rayong Olefins
(ROC) expanded the No 1 naphtha
cracker last year, while Map Ta Phut
Olefins (MOC) is planning to expand
the No 2 cracker.
When completed, the combined
ethylene capacity of the two units will
exceed 2m tonne/year by a large margin. The intention is to build up supply
of feedstock to support expansion of the
derivatives business. The likely focus
will be on C5-chain products, which
have been dubbed ‘the missing piece’.
PTT Global Chemical (PTTGC) operates three ethane crackers and a naphtha cracker and is the largest ethylene
producer in Southeast Asia with capacity of nearly 2.4m tonne/year. The
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Drummers at the groundbreaking for the Nghi
Son refinery and petrochemicals complex in
2008 – the US$6bn refinery is now onstream
with capacities for benzene, PX and PP

company, however, lags behind SCG
Chemicals in the diversity of its derivatives and in the last decade it has
invited foreign partners, Japanese companies in particular, to help boost commercialisation of derivatives.
PTT Asahi Chemical, PTT’s first
chemicals joint venture with a
Japanese partner, has achieved good
business performance as market prices
have risen sharply for core products
acrylonitrile (AN) and MMA monomer.
PTTGC put PTT Asahi Chemical and
five other chemical companies under
its control last year in an attempt to
increase synergies among them and
increase earnings and profits.
PTTGC plans to build a new naphtha
cracker and use liquefied petroleum
gas (LPG) as well as naphtha as feedstock with the intention of expanding
its range of derivatives. Regarding
C2-based derivatives, it is aiming to
develop ethylene oxide (EO)-chain
products and is considering commercialising surfactants for use in liquid
detergents in partnership with Nippon
Shokubai and Mitsui & Co.
For C3-based derivatives, it intends
to commercialise polyurethane-chain
products for the first time, in a threeway joint venture with Sanyo Chemical
Industries and Toyota Tsusho for feedstock propylene oxide (PO), polyol and
a polyurethane system house.
With regard to C4-based derivatives,
it is aiming to commercialise high
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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heat-resistant polyamide (PA9T) and
hydrogenated styrenic block copolymer (HSBC) in a joint venture with
Kuraray and Sumitomo Corp.
In Indonesia, Chandra Asri
Petrochemical (CAP), the country’s
only naphtha cracker operator, is
aggressively pushing capital investment on the back of buoyant business
performance. It started up this year a
joint venture solution styrene butadiene rubber (S-SBR) facility with
Michelin of France.
CAP’s ethylene capacity stands at
860 000 tonne/year against Indonesia’s
demand of 1.4m tonne/year, which is
expected to rise to 3m tonne/year in the
next 10 years. The country’s capacities
for most petrochemical products including olefins and general-purpose plastics
fall short of domestic demand, in striking contrast with Thailand which has a
large reserve of export capacity.
CAP is, therefore, considering building a No 2 naphtha cracker with startup slated for 2021 or thereafter, in collaboration with SCG Chemicals, the
second largest shareholder with 30%
equity. As sites suitable for petrochemical operations are limited in
Indonesia, CAP has acquired land by
making the most of the real estate business undertaken by its largest stockholder Barito Pacific. Feasibility studies
for the 1m tonne/year cracker are now

“Lotte Chemical...
regards Indonesia
as ‘the post-China
market’ ”

underway.
CAP is not the only company in
Indonesia intent on expanding its
petrochemical investments. Lotte
Chemical, the largest player in
Indonesia’s PE market, regards
Indonesia as ‘the post-China market’
and is moving forward on a plan, previously cancelled, to build a 1m tonne/
year naphtha cracker at Cilegon,
Banten Province, where it has a PE
plant. Front-end engineering is underway for the Won4000bn investment.
Lotte Chemical took over two local
styrenics producers at Cilegon at the
end of last year and is now also planning to build a large-scale plant for
acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS)
resin in the new complex.
Indonesia’s state-run oil company
Pertamina is planning to construct a
300 000 bbl/day oil refinery and a
petrochemical complex in Tuban, East
Java in a joint venture with its Russian
counterpart Rosneft, which will be in
charge of importing crude oil. They
expect to produce 1m tonne/year of ethylene and 1.3m tonne/year of aromatics.
Vietnam is at the dawn of its petrochemical industry. The US$9bn Nghi
Son oil refinery has started full-fledged
operations, five years after its construction was started in 2013 as a joint venture between Idemitsu Kosan, Kuwait
Petroleum International, PetroVietnam
and Mitsui Chemicals. The complex
includes capacity for 700 000 tonne/
year of paraxylene (PX), 240 000 tonne/
year of benzene and 370 000 tonne/
year of polypropylene.
In the southern part of Vietnam, after
a number of delays, the groundbreaking for the country’s first petrochemical
complex at Long Son was held in
February. The project, which is expected
to cost much more than the original
estimate of US$5.4bn, involves a 1m
tonne/year naphtha cracker and polyolefin plants as well as a port and related
facilities. Vietnam imported more than
2.3m tonne of polyolefins in 2016.
SCG Chemicals has an equity share of
53% in Long Son; Thai Plastic and
Chemicals (TPC) holds 18%; and
PetroVietnam has 29%. SCG is aiming to
build its presence in the domestic market but could end up being the only
investor as PetroVietnam may withdraw
following the government’s restructuring of state-run enterprises.
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Home or away: two
ways to invest in Asia
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South Korea is developing its petrochemical industry at home, while Taiwan is focusing on
overseas investment and specialities, explains Satoshi Kiyokawa of The Chemical Daily

S

outh Korea and Taiwan are two of
the four original Asian Dragons or
Tigers. Twenty years on, they still
have in common a heavy dependence
on exports to China. But, in terms of
petrochemicals at least, they have
diverged in terms of the direction of
investment.
In South Korea, domestic investment
is increasingly being prioritised alongside overseas spending. All the major
South Korean players are increasing
domestic investment in basic petrochemicals operations, from ethylene to
high-performance resins and speciality
chemicals.
The country’s ethylene production is
set to reach 10m tonne/year by 2020,
making it the world’s fourth largest
national producer after the US, China
and Saudi Arabia.
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In Taiwan, tough environmental regulations have deterred producers from
attempting to expand domestic investment. Instead they are focusing investment at home in speciality chemical
sectors and looking overseas for largescale petrochemical opportunities.
South Korea is about to add newcomers GS Caltex and Hyundai
Oilbank to its existing six ethylene producers – SK Global Chemical, LG
Chem, Lotte Chemical, Hanwha
Group, KPIC, and the YNCC joint ven-

“In Taiwan, the
emphasis is increasingly
on high value-added
products in downstream sectors”

Protesters in Taipei have pressured the
government to abandon nuclear power
by 2025 – causing concern for the country’s
petrochemical producers

ture between Hanwha Chemical and
Daelim.
GS Caltex has announced it will
construct its first cracker (of 700 000
tonne/year ethylene capacity) in Yeosu
together with a downstream polyethylene (PE) facility (500 000 tonne/year)
in an investment totalling Won2000bn.
The move is intended to optimise
earnings by expanding its portfolio
downstream from oil refining. It expects
the new ethylene-based petrochemical
business to boost profits by Won400bn/
year. It is planning a mixed feed cracker,
giving it an advantage over players only
able to crack naphtha.
Prepared for APIC 2018 by The Chemical Daily and ICIS
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Hyundai Oilbank is to build a petrochemical complex in South Korea in a
joint venture with Lotte Chemical.
Commercial production is slated for
end-2021. It will make 750 000 tonne/
year of polyethylene and 400 000
tonne/year of polypropylene from
olefins using fuel oil as feedstock.
The partners expect the lower cost of
fuel oil will give them a competitive
edge over domestic naphtha crackers.
It will also benefit Hyundai Oilbank
which will no longer need to convert
fuel oil to light oil products.
LG Chem is expanding its naphtha
cracker in Daesan at a cost of
Won287bn, lifting ethylene output
capacity there by 230 000 tonne/year
when it is complete in 2019 and boosting the company’s total ethylene
capacity to 2.43m tonne/year.
Downstream the company will lift
capacity in Yeosu by early 2019 by
180 000 tonne/year for acrylic acid and
by 100 000 tonne/year for superabsorbent polymer (SAP). This Won300bn
project will lift its total capacity for the
two products to 700 000 tonne/year
and 500 000 tonne/year, respectively,
and is expected to boost annual sales
for the company by Won300bn.
It is part of LG Chem’s medium-term
plan to increase sales of high-end
chemical products from the current
Won4000bn to Won7000bn by 2020.
Hanwha Total is expanding its
cracker in Daesan by more than 30% to
1.4m tonne/year by around mid-2019.
The project includes facilities that will
use low-cost US propane as a feedstock. The company is also proceeding
with a US$300m project to expand PE
capacity by 50% to utilise ethylene
from the cracker expansion project.
Lotte Chemicals will expand its
Yeosu capacity for ethylene by 200
000 tonne/year, propylene by 100
000 tonne/year, butadiene by 20 000
tonne/year and BTX by 40 000
tonne/year in late 2018 through an
upgrading of its existing naphtha
cracker.
It has completed new facilities for
solution-polymerisation styrene butadiene rubber and ethylene propylene
rubber in a joint venture with Versalis
of Italy. It is also planning investments
for polycarbonate in Yeosu and highpurity isophthalic acid in Ulsan, both
in late 2019.
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Lotte Chemicals is also implementing overseas investments in Malaysia,
Indonesia and the US which, combined with its investments at home,
will give it a total capacity of more than
5m tonne/year
In Malaysia, Lotte Chemicals’ subsidiary Titan has increased ethylene
capacity by 93 000 tonne/year through
upgrading of its existing naphtha
cracker. In the US, it is due to complete
its 1m tonne/year joint venture ethane
cracker with Westlake in late 2018.
In Indonesia, where it mothballed an
earlier cracker project, it is now developing a new petrochemical complex
based on a 1m tonne/year naphtha
cracker in Cilegon, where it also owns
two local styrenics producers.
Taiwan produces 4m tonne/year of
ethylene, with Formosa Plastics Group
(FPG) and CPC Corp as the two major
players. With the brakes on large-scale
domestic petrochemicals investment
because of tough environmental regulations, the emphasis is on pushing
overseas investments, particularly in
the US and China.
FPG is building 1.2m tonne/year
ethane-based crackers and associated
downstream complexes in each of
Texas and Louisiana, US. In Ningbo,
China it is building a propylene-based

“[South Korea’s]
ethylene production
is set to reach 10m
tonne/year by 2020”

GS Caltex will become the sixth ethylene
producer in South Korea when its planned
cracker comes onstream

complex fed by a propane dehydrogenation plant.
CPC Corp is thought to have plans to
build a petrochemical complex in
Gujarat, India and a naphtha cracker in
Indonesia in partnership with
Pertamina.
In Taiwan, the emphasis is increasingly on high value-added products in
downstream sectors. An example is the
groundbreaking process under development by Chang Chun Group to produce chemical products directly from
ethane. It has built a pilot plant in
Taiwan, and has its eyes set on an
investment in the US eventually.
Taiwan Synthetic Rubber Corp
(TSRC) and LCY Group, both major
synthetic rubber producers, are planning to expand in China. TSRC is planning a styrene-ethylene-butylene block
copolymer plant in Nantong and LCY
is looking at an isopropyl alcohol plant
for electronics use in Zhenjiang.
A new source of concern for domestic Taiwan investment is the government’s policy for electric power generation. The Democratic Progressive
Party is aiming to completely abandon
nuclear power plants by 2025 and
replace them with renewable energy.
The petrochemical industry is concerned the policy could inflict ‘a mortal wound’ as it relies on a stable supply of low cost electric power to
remain competitive.
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Indian investments will
meet firm demand
Malini Hariharan of ICIS looks at India’s active investment programme in petrochemicals
as demand grows, leaving shortages in domestic supply in many product areas

I

“Refining companies
are taking the lead
with new projects that
capture value-addition
opportunities”
The country imported around 1.8m
tonne of PE in fiscal year 2016-17, while
more than 2m tonne/year of additional
capacities were brought onstream last
year. However, deficits for many other
products including polyvinyl chloride
(PVC), methanol, styrene, acetic acid,
oxo-alcohols, and acrylates have been
steadily increasing as no capacities
have come up in the last few years.
Refining companies are taking the
lead with new projects that capture
value-addition opportunities. Among
the confirmed projects, HPCL-Mittal
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ndia is experiencing increased interest in new investments across the
petrochemicals value chain on the
back of widening deficits and strong
growth prospects.
Demand expansion was slower than
usual during the last two years as economic activity was hit, first by the Indian
government’s surprise demonetisation
move in 2016 and then by the introduction of a new Goods and Services Tax
(GST) in 2017. But most industry players
remain optimistic that these measures
do not adversely affect the long-term
demand picture.
India saw two new world-scale crackers and derivative complexes commissioned last year which has resulted in a
surplus for products such as polyethylene (PE), but this is expected to be
digested over the next couple of years.

India has a growing deficit in some polymers,
including PVC

Energy Ltd (HMEL) is moving ahead
with a 1.2m tonne/year cracker in
Bhatinda, Punjab, downstream of its
existing refinery at the same site.
The project includes two linear lowdensity PE/high-density PE (LLDPE/
HDPE) swing plants of 400 000 tonne/
year capacity each, a 450 000 tonne/year
HDPE unit and a 500 000 tonne/year
polypropylene (PP) plant. The project is
targeted for completion in 2021.
Meanwhile, state-owned refiners are
evaluating various options for expanding their presence in petrochemicals.
Leading the pack is Indian Oil Corp

(IOC) which is due to commission a
new PP plant at its Paradip refinery
complex on the east coast of India later
this year. The Paradip site could also
see new plants for paraxylene (PX) and
purified terephthalic acid (PTA).
At Panipat, Haryana, IOC has lined
up plans to expand its cracker and
some of the downstream plants. And in
Gujarat, the company is working on
developing new facilities for acrylic
acid, acrylates and oxo-alcohols downstream of its Koyali refinery.
It will also be partnering with Bharat
Petroleum Corp Ltd (BPCL) and
Hindustan Petroleum Corp Ltd (HPCL),
to develop a mega-refinery and petrochemical complex on the west coast of
India. Saudi Aramco and ADNOC have
signed an MoU for a stake in the project.
BPCL and HPCL are separately evaluating options in propylene derivatives.
BPCL is currently executing a project for
acrylic acid, acrylates and oxo-alcohols
at Kochi, Kerala, and studying the feasibility of investing in propylene oxide
and polyols at the same site.
After many years of delay, HPCL has
started activity on a new refinery and
petrochemical complex at Barmer,
Rajasthan. The project will include a
cracker and polymer plants.
India’s largest chemical producer
Reliance Industries has yet to
announce its next round of petrochemical investments. It recently completed
a new refinery offgases-based cracker
complex at Jamnagar and an ethane
import project and is currently focused
on stabilising operations. But it has
looked at investments in products such
as acetic acid, vinyl acetate monomer
(VAM), and PVC and it is likely that
some of these will move forward.
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